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1 Summary  

The goal of this research was to understand the market performance of and 

analyze the potential for dry Sauternes through interviews with 20 directors of 

négociants, ten Sauternes châteaux and retailers in three key markets: the 

UK, the USA, and Paris. Findings revealed that dry Sauternes are 

underperforming despite their commercial strengths, notably style and pricing. 

The primary weakness is that there is no clear, purposeful strategy for dry 

Sauternes. There is opportunity to gain shares in the UK and US markets, 

however, the biggest threat is the current passive strategy in the fast-moving 

competitive marketplace for dry whites. The greatest prospect is for wines 

below €10 ex-cellar with 100,000 bottles or more, targeted at young, 

adventurous, premium consumers. The distribution needs to be modified to 

focus on exclusive importer partnerships and the châteaux need to work with 

their distribution partners to jointly create and deliver a marketing plan that 

includes the producers being present regularly in the markets. The châteaux 

also need to create a formal producer marketing alliance to clearly define the 

category’s unique identity and collectively promote the wines. Without 

châteaux investment in time and resources for marketing actions, there is little 

chance of sustainable success for dry Sauternes. 
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2 Introduction  

Sauternes has been facing a crisis for the past 30 years (Lawrence, 2015). 

Production costs exceed all other wines from the Bordeaux region and 

although these wines yield high tasting scores, producers struggle to convert 

accolades into increased sales (Feve, 2018)1. According to the CIVB (2020), 

since 2001 Sauternes production volumes have dropped 36.6% and sales 

volumes have decreased 31.9%. 

 

In response to this crisis, several Grands Crus châteaux have started 

producing dry wines as a source of cash flow (Anson, 2013). However, there 

is no collective sales data and no published research on the performance and 

market for these wines.  

 

This research paper examines the market performance and potential for these 

dry wines from Sauternes through interviews with 20 négociant directors, ten 

Sauternes châteaux and retailers in three key markets: the UK, the USA, and 

Paris.  

 

Specifically, this paper explores the following questions: 

1. What is the négociants’ perception of the market performance of the 

dry wines from Sauternes in key global markets?  

2. What are the perceived strengths, weaknesses of the wines based on 

the perceptions of négociants, châteaux and key market retailers?  

                                                        
1 Refer to Appendix B for an overview of Sauternes.  
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3. What are the perceived market opportunities and threats based on the 

perceptions of négociants, châteaux and key market retailers? 

4. What is a potential commercial positioning for these wines (possible 

price points, market segments, channels to market and promotional 

support)? 
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3 Literature Review 

3.1 Sauternes in Crisis  

Dessert wines from classic regions including Sauternes and Tokaj struggle to 

find consumers in today's markets (Sussman, 2015; Wiatrak, 2019). These 

iconic sweet wines were once “revered as the coveted darlings of kings, 

counts and royal courts” but have now fallen out of fashion and are suffering 

from “progressive neglect” (Sussman, 2015, para. 4).  

 

Sauternes has witnessed a 31.9% sales volume decline and a 36.6% decline 

in production between 2001 and 2019 (CIVB, 2020)2; although volumes 

change every year, with peaks and drops largely attributed to weather 

conditions (CIVB, 2020), there is a clear downward trend in both production 

and in sales over the 18-year period (see Figure 1)3 4.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                        
2 2001 was the first year that sales volumes were collected by the CIVB. 
3 The values represent sales by the châteaux both to négociants and direct to the markets. 
4 There is no available data regarding volumes sold by the négociants. The volumes of wine 
sold by the châteaux to négociants but currently stored unsold in the négociants warehouses 
are not accounted for in the figures. 
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Figure 1 

Sauternes Production and Sales Volumes 2001-2019 

 

Note. Data provided by the CIVB5 

 

Many hypotheses have been proposed as to what has caused this decline. 

Some blame the democratization of today's dining culture, where meals 

ending with a glass of sweet wine have become a thing of the past (Sussman, 

2015). Berry Brothers & Rudd suggested that merchants have contributed to 

the problem, as they can be unwilling to point consumers towards Sauternes 

in the hope that they will “splash out on the more lucrative reds” (Millar, 2015, 

para. 14).  

 

                                                        
5 Refer to Appendix C for Sauternes statistics including production and sales figures.  
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In response, some producers have attempted to expand the occasions in 

which Sauternes is consumed, suggesting a range of food pairings, 

alternative service styles, and unconventional packaging6. The figures 

indicate these attempts to increase consumption have yet to provide any 

redemption for the region.  

3.2 Dry Whites in Sauternes 

In the face of declining sales, a growing number of producers have introduced 

dry wines to their portfolio. Although dry wines are not new to Sauternes -–

Doisy-Daëne was the first to produce a dry wine in 1948 – the area of vines 

used for dry wine production is slowly growing (Feve, 2018). In 2019, 36 

producers, including 14 Grands Crus Classés châteaux, produced 10,058 hl 

of Bordeaux Blanc representing more than a third (38.6%) of the volume of 

sweet wines produced (CIVB, personal communication, 30 May 2020). 

Although production remains niche for most7, some of the leading properties 

such as Doisy-Daëne and Guiraud are producing more dry than sweet8.  

 

Regarding the strategy for dry Sauternes, the press articles suggest a mindset 

of short-term solution during a time of crisis. For example, Guiraud reported 

that they intend to increase quantities “until the crisis is over” (Anson, 2013, 

para. 4). Lafaurie-Peyraguey stated, “Sweet white wine is unfortunately out of 

                                                        
6 For example, Arche released a 100-millilitre test tube bottles while three other Sauternes 
estates partnered with Perrier to launch So Sauternes, an aperitif sweet wine to be served 
with sparkling water over ice cubes (Gibb, 2009). 
7 For example, Coutet produces 3,000 bottles of dry wine per year compared with 45,000 of 
sweet. 
8 See Appendix D for Sauternes production volumes.  
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fashion today and dry white wine will be beneficial in terms of sales and cash 

flow for the time being” (Lawrence, 2014, para. 2).  

 

3.3 The White Wines of Bordeaux: Current Global Appetite  

In 2018, Bordeaux produced 50 million litres of dry white wine, accounting for 

just over 10% of the total production. Of this volume, 58% is sold in domestic 

markets while 42% is exported (CIVB, 2019). The total sales of dry white 

Bordeaux (Blanc Sec) and the sub-category Bordeaux Blanc have been 

trending down since 2008, while both Graves and Pessac-Léognan remain 

stable (See Figure 2). There is no available sales data for dry Sauternes as 

they are included in the total for the Bordeaux Blanc category. 

 

Figure 2 

White Bordeaux Sales Volume 2008-2019 
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Note. Data provided by the CIVB9 
 

In 2019, exports of white Bordeaux were stable compared with 2018, while 

red exports were down 6%. The top export markets for white Bordeaux (dry 

and sweet) are the USA and UK (CIVB, 2020)10. The majority of dry white 

Bordeaux (47%) is sold below €3-€4.5 ex-cellar, while only 12% is sold above 

€6 (CIVB, 2020). 

 

3.4 Style and Quality: In Line With Current Global Trends 

Dry Sauternes are produced in a range of styles from un-oaked, fruity early-

drinking styles to complex oaked, savoury wines with potential for ageing11. 

Semillon and Sauvignon Blanc are used in varying percentages. While most 

wines are blends, single variety examples of each exist. According to critic 

scores, the dry wines of the Grands Crus Classés Sauternes châteaux have 

earned a reputation for high quality, gaining scores in the 90s for recent 

vintages12.  

 

The varieties used may offer a commercial advantage for dry Sauternes. 

Sauvignon Blanc is trending high: in the UK, Sauvignon Blanc is the most 

popular white variety, with 28% of the white volume, while in the US, 

Sauvignon Blanc is the third most popular white variety and volumes have 

multiplied by more than ten since 2000 (Wine Intelligence, 2020a). Semillon is 

a lesser-known variety but has a reputation for high quality. Tim Jackson MW 

                                                        
9 See Appendix E for white Bordeaux sales figures.  
10 See Appendix E for export values for white Bordeaux in the top ten export countries.  
11 See Appendix F for winemaking for dry Sauternes.  
12 See Appendix G for critic scores.   
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claims that dry Semillon is often “overlooked” and “undervalued” (Jackson, 

2019, para. 1). Jancis Robinson MW describes Semillon as an underrated 

grape, with the potential to last for decades (Robinson, J, n.d, para. 1).  

The premium pricing for dry Sauternes may also offer a commercial 

advantage for these wines13. For example, G de Guiraud (2017) is priced at 

$15.99 in the US14 and £12.75 in the UK15. Premium drinkers currently 

represent 26% of US and 23% of UK wine consumers and premiumization in 

wine is on trend across global markets (Wine Intelligence, 2020a); the 

International Wines and Spirits record (IWSR) predicts that the share of 

premium wine sales by volume will grow 2% by 2023 (Wine Intelligence, 

2019a).  

 

The current trend of ethical consumerism may offer producers involved in the 

eco-responsible management of the vine a commercial advantage in some 

markets. According to Wine Intelligence (2020a), organic and sustainably 

produced wines have gained appeal with high consumer opportunity across 

15 markets16. Many Sauternes producers are certified organic17 or are in the 

process of converting to organic growing (ODG Sauternes-Barsac, personal 

communication, 5 May 2020).  

 

                                                        
13 According to Wine Intelligence, US$15 and above (off trade) is premium in the US while £8 
and above (off-trade) is premium in the UK (2020). 
14 Source: Binny’s Beverage Depot. 
15 Source: Corney and Barrow.  
16 The opportunity was measured by the global SOLA wine opportunity index, a quantitative 
index that measures consumer opportunities for sustainable, organic, lower alcohol and other 
alternative wines across 13 categories (Wine Intelligence, 2019a). 
17 For example, Guiraud, Yquem, Coutet, Climens and Doisy-Daëne practice organic farming.  
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3.5 Appellation d’Origine Protégée (AOP) Bordeaux Blanc 

Under the current appellation laws, dry white wines from Sauternes must be 

labelled ‘AOP Bordeaux Blanc’. This appellation includes about half of all of 

the AOP wine produced in the Bordeaux region. Wines can come from all 

over the 112,000 ha yielding a range of styles and quality levels (Robinson & 

Harding, 2015). To help promote these wines some producers have rallied to 

reclassify the dry wines of Sauternes as AOP Graves (Sauternes falls within 

the greater Graves appellation area) while others have pushed for the 

creation of a new appellation, ‘Sauternes Sec’ (Anson, 2013).  

 

Producers are conflicted and split vis-à-vis the way forward regarding the 

appellation and labelling laws. According to the CIVB, the project was halted 

due to reluctance among producers (Anson, 2014; Malpel, 2016). At the time 

of writing, the Organisme de Défense et de Gestion (ODG) de Sauternes-

Barsac confirmed they have no plans to revisit the appellation discussions at 

this time (ODG Sauternes-Barsac, personal communication, 5 May 2020). 

 

3.6 Role of the Négociant  

Most of the wine produced in Bordeaux and all of the classified growths are 

sold through an internal market known as La Place de Bordeaux18. In this 

system, the châteaux sell their wines to négociants who then sell and ship the 

wines to distributors (including importers, wholesalers, and retailers) 

throughout the world, adding a margin of 10% to 15% of the château sale 

price (Brook, 2017).  

                                                        
18 Refer to Appendix H for an overview of La Place de Bordeaux. 
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There are 300 négociants in Bordeaux and approximately 100 of these are 

involved in the Grand Cru sector (Brook, 2018). It is common for a négociant 

house to specialize in a particular market, therefore in order for a château to 

ensure that its wines are distributed to the key markets around the globe, they 

sell their wines to an average of 40 négociants (Brook, 2017). 

 

The strength of La Place is the collective ability to distribute a large volume of 

wine to markets around the world. With its complex network of intermediaries, 

the system is reactive to market pulls. However, each négociant sells an 

extensive portfolio of wines, the same wines as their competitors, and 

therefore is not motivated nor equipped to promote and develop markets for 

individual wines. The négociant’s primary role is sales and distribution. 

Négociants are not a marketing body and do not build brands (A. Sichel,).  

 

3.7 Key Markets 

US Market 

The US is the world’s largest wine market19, consuming 30 million hl of still 

light wine in 201920. Volumes are stabilizing after a long period of strong 

growth, with a 1% growth rate in 2019 (Wine Intelligence, 2020b).     

  

Imported wine represents 25% of the volume, with France ranking third21, up 

8% over 2017-2018. Value per bottle is up 4% over the same period, with the 

                                                        
19 Refer to Appendix I for the US market review. 
20 Per capita wine consumption for the US was 12.1 litres for 2019 (Wine Intelligence, 2020b). 
21 France represents 4% of the market (CIVB, 2020). 
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second highest price per origin (average of US$12.45) (Wine Intelligence, 

2020b). Bordeaux is the number one French AOP exported to the US (CIVB, 

2020). Wine exported from Bordeaux to the US has seen a 10-year period of 

growth22 but is levelling out; in 2019, volume was up 1% and value was down 

5% compared with 2018 (CIVB, 2020).  

 

US consumers associate Bordeaux with red wine, however, since 2011 

exports of white Bordeaux have experienced growth; 2018 saw an increase of 

+12.3% in volume, and +16% value (CIVB, 2020). White wine represents 48% 

of US consumption, with varietal wines outperforming blends by a factor of ten 

(Wine Intelligence, 2020b).  

 

Off-trade represents 80% of US wine sales by volume, on-trade represents 

19% and 1% is direct to the consumer. Buyer cues are above all grape variety 

and brand, followed by the recommendations of a friend and the style of wine, 

as indicated on the back label (CIVB, 2020). 

 

UK Market 

The UK is the sixth largest wine market in the world23 consuming a total of 10 

million hectoliters of still light wine in 201824. Although sales volumes have 

been falling since 2014, down 2.33%, UK wine consumers are spending more 

per bottle across all channels (Business France, 2020). White wine represents 

50% of wine sales, with red at 40% and 10% rosé (Wine Intelligence, 2019b).  

                                                        
22 Bordeaux exports to US up 69% for volume from 2009 to 2019 (CIVB, 2020). 
23 Per capita wine consumption for UK was 19.5 litres for 2019 (Business France, 2020).  
24 Refer to Appendix J for the UK market review. 
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Imported wine represents 100% of the volume with France in first position for 

value (28.5% of market share) and in third position for volume (11.6% of the 

market)25 (Wine Intelligence, 2019b). Since 2013, France’s shares have 

significantly declined both in value (down 24.3%) and volume (down 19.5%), 

however, value per bottle is up 4%, with France having the highest price per 

origin – average of £7.40 (Wine Intelligence, 2019b). Bordeaux is the number 

one French AOP exported to the UK. In 2018, wine exported from Bordeaux 

to the UK was down 8% in volume and up 15.3% in value compared with 

2017 (Business France, 2020).  

 

Once popular in the UK, white Bordeaux wines are much less widespread 

today. Sauvignon Blanc is the leading white variety, however New World 

alternatives, particularly from New Zealand, dominate the market (Business 

France, 2020). In 2018, Bordeaux Blanc fell in volume (-9%) but increased in 

value (+ 3.8%) compared to 201726 (Business France, 2020).  

 

Eighty-four percent of wine in the UK market is sold through off-trade 

channels, with 10% online and a mere 16% through the on-trade. UK 

consumers expect precise information on the label; grape variety and taste or 

style descriptors are the primary purchase drivers (Wine Intelligence, 2019b). 

 

 

                                                        
25 In 2019, the UK consumed 1.53 million hl, representing €1006 million of French wine (Wine 
Intelligence, 2019b). 
26 In 2018, the UK consumed 28,436 hl, representing €15.9 million of white Bordeaux  
(Business France, 2020).  
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French Market 

France is the world’s second largest wine market, consuming 26.8 million hl of 

still light wine in 201927. Volumes are declining every year, down 22.3% since 

2000 (Wine Intelligence, 2019c).  

 

Domestic wine represents 78% of the volume, with Bordeaux leading AOP 

sales; in 2019, 58% of Bordeaux’s volume (2.3 million hl) was sold in France, 

down 38% from 2002 (Wine Intelligence, 2019c). Bordeaux maintains a very 

high reputation in terms of quality and taste at all price points. White wine 

represents only 24% of French wine consumption (Wine Intelligence, 2019c). 

The average retail price for white Bordeaux in supermarkets is €5.33 (Kantar, 

2020).  

 

Seventy percent of wine in France is sold through off-trade channels, 

dominated by grocery store chains, while on-trade represents 48% of the 

value. Region of origin remains a prominent cue for French consumers; 

however, this is evolving as younger consumers (< 35) rate brands higher 

than region of origin as a purchase cue (Wine Intelligence, 2019c).  

 

                                                        
27 Per capita wine consumption in France was 56 litres for 2019 (Business France, 2020).  
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Taken together, the market data would suggest that the UK and The US offer 

promise for dry Sauternes and that the French market offers limited 

opportunity.  

 

3.8 Tokaj: dry white offers redemption  

Hungary’s Tokaj is another classic region founded on botrytised dessert 

wines, which, in the face of declining sales of sweet Aszù wines, has 

increased production of dry whites. The first serious dry wine was pioneered 

in 2000 and now most of the 120 producers make at least as much dry wine 

as sweet (Robinson, 2020). Tokaj covers 5,500 ha with a total production 

average of 30 million bottles; the quantity of dry wine increased by four million 

bottles between 2013 and 2018 (Gilby, 2018).  

 

Dry Furmint ranges in price from $18 to $60 in the US28 and between £7.99 

and £97.48 in the UK29. Dry Furmint has increasingly gained the attention of 

both trade and consumers through extensive marketing efforts such as 

FurmintUSA30(Millar, 2018) and Furmint February in the UK (Robinson, 

2020)31. The wines have garnered medals at top competitions32 and 

featured articles and recommendations in key publications33.  

 

                                                        
28 Most fall between US$20-$25. 
29 US prices from Furmint USA website. UK prices from Lidl and Top Selection.   
30 FurmintUSA is a marketing initiative established in 2014 that has enabled winemakers to 
pour at more than 70 events across the US including trade conferences such as TexSom.  
31 Furmint February was launched in the UK in 2019 to encourage importers and retailers to 
promote Furmint throughout the month with tastings, dinners, special offers, and social 
media, rewarding the best performing venue with a trip to Tokaj.  
32 International Wine and Spirit Competition (IWSC) and Decanter World Wine Awards. 
33 For example, publications such as Jancis Robinson’s Purple Pages, Wine Enthusiast and 
Wine & Spirits magazine.   

http://furmintusa.com/
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There is no published data regarding the sales and profitability of Tokaj’s dry 

wines, however anecdotal evidence suggests that they play a key economic 

role for producers. For the Royal Tokaji Wine Company, dry wine represents 

the greatest potential for growth in volume (Gilby, 2018). Château Dereszla  

produces 600,000 bottles of dry wine for every 80,000 bottles of Aszù and 

stated that for ten years, the company has built its growth on dry wines (Hulot, 

2014).  

 

The successful development of the dry Furmint category suggests that if 

promoted collectively there is potential for dry Sauternes.  
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4 Methodology 

The data collected was qualitative. Respondents were asked about the 

performance of dry Sauternes and to give personal opinions, including 

strengths and weaknesses and opportunities and challenges with 

recommendations and projections. 

  

Interviewees 

Three types of respondents were interviewed, representatives of ten Grands 

Crus Classés châteaux, 20 directors of négociants from La Place de 

Bordeaux, and wine merchants in three principal markets for Sauternes 

(Paris, UK and the USA). Interviewees were selected using pre-set criteria: 

the négociants were selected from a list of the top 100 négociants based on 

revenue; the châteaux were all Grands Crus Classés producing dry white 

wines; the retailers all had a focus on Bordeaux Grands Crus in their 

respective markets, outlined below34. Respondents were solicited through 

email and telephone. 

 

Binny's Beverage Depot is the largest wine retailer in the US Midwest with 42 

Illinois locations. In 2019 Binny’s sold $6.3 million worth of Bordeaux. Corney 

and Barrow is an independent wine merchant selling to the on-trade and to 

private customers35 across the UK and in Asia. Duclot La Cav is a wine shop 

in Gallery Lafayette, Paris with 2,500 SKUs and a focus on Bordeaux.  

 

                                                        
34 Please refer to Appendix K for a list of interviewees.  
35 Approximately 75% of sales are direct to consumers.  
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Interviews 

A semi-structured interview format was chosen to facilitate flexibility in the 

answers. A list of questions was created ahead of time in order to ensure that 

specific topics were addressed throughout the interview. The interviews did 

not follow a rigid schedule and additional questions were asked throughout 

the interviews to probe further where necessary on certain topics.  

 

There were 33 interviews in total, ranging from 24 to 73 minutes. Nineteen 

were conducted by telephone and fourteen were conducted face-to-face. 

Twenty-eight were conducted in French. All were recorded for later reference.  

  

All respondents were reassured that information provided would be 

confidential and unpublished. Due to the sensitive nature of the themes 

explored, interviewees varied in terms of openness and candour in their 

responses. Many were willing to divulge while others required more probing 

for complete answers.  
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5 Results  

5.1 Châteaux Interviews  

Sweet Wine Sales 

All ten châteaux reported a decline in sales since 2000/2001; sales are 

increasingly difficult every year and it takes several years to sell a harvest36. 

Even Yquem has noted a decrease in demand, selling the harvest over three 

to four years Ev. Guiraud often sells at a loss of up to €15 per bottle in order 

to make sales. Even Yquem reported the worst situation: since 2015 they sell 

only 30% of their production every vintage, despite a price drop of 40%37.  

 

Semillon and Sauvignon Blanc 

Semillon and Sauvignon Blanc are used in varying proportions for dry 

Sauternes and each château expressed conviction in their choice38.  

None of the châteaux indicate the variety(ies) on the front label and only four39 

on the back label. Style is also missing from all labels.  

 

Production 

Respondents unanimously agreed that vineyard management is easier and 

less expensive for dry wines when compared with botrytis-affected sweet 

wines. The main advantages include less disease risk due to earlier picking, 

                                                        
36 For Lafaurie Peyraguey 50% of the production remains unsold every vintage. Doisy-Daëne 
sells 75% of their harvest every year. Suduiraud has the equivalent of four years of stock of 
their Grand Vin and seven years of stock of their second wine. 
37 In 2018 Arche sold a mere ten cases in dry white futures (production was 10,000 bottles).  
38 Rayne Vigneau and Doisy-Daëne use 100% Sauvignon Blanc, to “express terroir”, while 
Yquem uses 75% Sauvignon Blanc for freshness and 25% lightly botrytised Semillon to give 
notes that “recall the Grand Vin”. Sigalas-Rabaud uses 100% Semillon for its quality and 
capacity to age.  
39 Sigalas-Rabaud, Doisy-Daëne, Guiraud and Rayne Vigneau indicate variety(ies) on their 
back labels.  
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increased yields40, and faster harvests41. The only additional vineyard cost is 

for new plantings to meet volume demands, although most of the fruit comes 

from vineyards converted from sweet to dry production.  

 

In the cellar, dry wines are typically less labour intensive compared to sweet 

wines but require more precision for pressing and controlling against 

oxidation. To this end, some producers hire external consultants for their dry 

wines, which adds to the cost. Otherwise investment is required for more 

fermentation vats and barrels as the volume is approximately three-times 

greater for the dry wines compared with the sweet. However, this is more than 

offset by the shorter ageing and smaller percentages of new oak42. All 

châteaux reported that the dry whites are less expensive to produce than the 

sweet wines.  

 

Appellation Bordeaux Blanc 

Opinions are mixed regarding the current appellation AOP Bordeaux Blanc 

and the bid to create a new appellation ‘Sauternes Sec’ or to reclassify as 

AOP Graves.  

 

Even Yquem and Even Yquem believe that a dedicated appellation, Sauternes 

Sec, is indispensable to add value and to justify the higher price of dry 

Sauternes. For  Even Yquem, the current labelling is not a handicap for their dry 

                                                        
40 Yields for dry wines were quoted as 40-45 hl/ha versus 12-19 hl/ha for the sweet wines. 
41 Harvest is more efficient, as grapes are picked in bunches rather than by individual berry 
and the fruit is picked in one to two vineyard passes or ‘tries’, compared to five to eight for the 
sweet wines. 
42 Refer to Appendix F oak use.  
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wines, however, they believe a dedicated appellation would be a benefit for 

the region.  

 

In contrast, Even Yquem  and Even Yquem do not favour ‘Sauternes Sec’: 

“Sauternes is known for sweet wines, we can’t use this term” Even Yquem 

while Even Yquem likened it to “champagne without bubbles”. For Even Yquem, 

labelling their wines Sauternes Sec does not make sense, as they identify as 

a Barsac and believe that a new appellation would be “too complex for 

consumers”.  

 

Even Yquem  and Even Yquem are not entirely convinced that there is a need 

for a new appellation and do not see the benefit: “Sauternes doesn’t sell, why 

would Sauternes Sec?” Even Yquem 

 

Even Yquem  and Even Yquem are both in favour of a re-designation to AOP 

Graves. They added that Bordeaux Blanc is not penalizing for them, 

particularly in export markets, however both support a re-designation “so that 

dry Sauternes could benefit from the renown of the Graves region”  

Even Yquem 

 

Quality Challenges  

Regarding quality challenges, Even Yquem suggested that not every vineyard 

in Sauternes and Barsac is adapted for dry whites43. Even Yquem questioned 

                                                        
43 Doisy-Daëne Barsac explained that the limestone of Barsac gives wines with pH levels 
under three, ideal for whites while south facing vineyards on richer soils yield fruit that lack 
vivacity.  
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whether the thicker-skinned Semillon clones used for Sauternes would yield 

rustic dry wines. Even Yquem explained that transitioning to a dry white has 

been a learning curve, referencing a significant improvement in quality in 

recent years. Even Yquem reported that the quality of their dry wines has 

been inconsistent, with poor quality for some vintages44.  

 

Distribution 

All of the respondents sell almost their entire production through La Place de 

Bordeaux, with a small portion sold at the property. They use the same 

négociants as for their sweet wines, using a restricted number for their dry 

wines; for example, Even Yquem has 40 négociants for their sweet and 12 for 

their dry while Even Yquem works with 30 for their sweet and three for their 

dry.  

 

Pricing Strategy 

Different strategies were used to determine pricing for dry Sauternes. 

EvenYquem set a price (€6.30 ex-cellar) that is competitive in the markets, 

leaving a €2 profit per bottle. Even Yquem alignes its pricing (€10.50 ex-

cellar) with Pessac-Léognan, with slow, small increases. Coutet (€18) and 

Yquem (€95) have the same profit margin for both their sweet and dry 

wines45, with new prices every vintage. Even Yquem sets its price with a 

négociant, based on its perception of market acceptance. Even Yquem prices 

                                                        
44 Arche is hiring a new winemaker to improve the quality of their dry wines.  
45 Coutet and Yquem use the same cost structure for the dry Sauternes and their Grand Vin.  
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its dry wine white 30% cheaper than its Grand Vin, with the objective to be at 

the top end, and thus be reflective of its luxury strategy.  

 

 

Markets and Consumers  

All respondents reported that dry Sauternes are sold in the same markets as 

the sweet wines. Key markets are the UK, USA, Japan and France. Both 

Even Yque  target the same traditional consumer as for the sweet wines. 

Even Yque  actively targets a younger consumer group for G Even VV while 

EvenYquem reported a crossover in consumers with more younger women for 

Even Yque  and more older men for the Grand Vin. The other châteaux 

indicated a younger consumer for their dry wines compared with the sweet, 

however, none of the châteaux collect consumer data, therefore were unable 

to provide detailed consumer profiles.  

 

Collaborative Marketing  

There are no alliances or collaborative partnerships between producers. 

EvenYquem is not interested in co-promotions, Even Yquem stated it is “too 

much energy” to work together for niche volumes and Even Yquem cited 

politics as a barrier. All other producers believe there is commercial need to 

form an alliance for strategy and co-promotion, but so far no action has been 

taken.  

 

Competitive Set  
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The competition wines cited include Graves and Pessac-Léognan along with 

other French classics, notably Sancerre. Even Yquem was the only property 

to cite a new world wine, New Zealand Sauvignon Blanc.  

 

Competitive Advantages  

The association with the Grands Crus Classés châteaux was unanimously 

referenced as the key marketing advantage of dry Sauternes, which is 

highlighted in the naming and labelling of these wines46. Other commercial 

strengths include Bordeaux’s reputation for quality, the unique character of 

the wines, the authentic heritage of the region, and the capacity of the dry 

wines to age.  

 

Marketing and Promotions 

All of the respondents, except Even Yquem, promote their dry wines 

alongside the sweet wines to traditional Sauternes consumers and the wine 

trade. The main promotional activities are tours, tastings and events at the 

châteaux47; they are not permitted to present their dry wines at the Union des 

Grands Crus tastings, the main platform used to promote sweet wines.  

 

Doisy-Daëne also promotes its dry Sauternes alongside the Dubourdieu’s 

family portfolio of Graves wines. There is no separate budget for the dry 

                                                        
46 Refer to Appendix L for examples of label coherency between the Grand Vin and the dry 
Sauternes wines.   
47 All of the respondents offer wine tourism with a range of investments in new tasting rooms, 
restaurants and hotels with the intention to make the area more accessible to consumers and 
create loyal ambassadors. For example, Guiraud and Lafaurie Peyraguey have opened 
restaurants while Arche and Lafaurie-Peyraguey have built new luxury hotels. 
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Sauternes and Clos Floridene, the family’s flagship wine, receives the 

“biggest push”.  

 

Even Yquem is the only property to actively promote its dry wine. They started 

their promotional campaign in 2005 and currently invest €200,000 per year in 

marketing, which represents 50% of the dry white profits, with three brand 

ambassadors based in the US, China, and the UK. Even Yquem promotes the 

wine independently of the Grand Vin, yet still refers to the Grand Vin in its 

communications. It targets younger consumers through tastings and 

educational sessions with importers, cavistes and restaurants, organized 

through its distribution partners. Even Yquem is also very active on social 

media platforms48. Their main commercial strategy is to spend time in the 

markets, tasting and meeting consumers and trade.  

 

At the time of writing, none of the other châteaux had invested in a 

commercial plan for their dry Sauternes. Several indicated that profits from the 

dry wines are enough to “keep the property afloat” Even Yquem and “enable 

us to continue to survive” Even Yquem with no extra treasury to invest in 

marketing.  

 

Weaknesses  

The main weaknesses cited are the lack of recognition of the category and 

limited marketing budgets due to small margins and low volumes.  

                                                        
48 The communications for G focus on organic viticulture, vineyard biodiversity and the stories 
behind the Guiraud team.  
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Challenges 

The main challenge cited was competition from around the world and the vast 

selection of dry white wines available to consumers. Other challenges include  

the threats associated with the ‘US trade war ’49, Brexit50 and Covid-1951; 

respondents reported they noticed a slowing of sales in 2019, but noted that it 

is too early to comment on the cause or the long-term commercial impact of 

these threats.  

 

Results  

Even Yquem , Even Yquem and Even Yquem sell their entire production of 

dry Sauternes every year, while the other properties sell it within three years. 

The dry wines are generally less profitable than the sweet wines, generating 

between €1 and €2 profit per bottle52 (except Yque53; however, the profits are 

generated in a shorter cycle and help to balance the accounts. Even Yquem is 

the only property that reinvests in marketing their dry wines. For the others, 

the profits are used to counteract the losses from the sweet wines: “The dry 

wines help to keep the show on the road” Even Yquem. Other reported 

benefits of dry Sauternes include: serving as a gateway for the sweet wines, 

                                                        
49 On 18 October 2019, the Trump administration imposed a 25% tariff on wines imported 
from France, Germany and Spain, on the value declared at import for wines of less than 14 
degrees alcohol, in containers less than two litres (Mercer, 2020). Refer to Appendix M for 
more details.   
50 Refer to Appendix N for details on Brexit.  
51 Refer to Appendix O for details on Covid-19.  
52 Profits refer to the total revenue minus total production expenses.  
53 Priced at €95 ex-cellar, Y is “extremely profitable” (Yquem) with sales representing close to 
10% of Yquem’s total revenue.  
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offering diversity, brand strengthening and modernizing the image of 

Sauternes.  

 

 

 

 

Long-Term Strategy 

Many of the producers intend to significantly increase their dry wine 

production. XXXX Even Y intends to quadruple production to 40,000 bottles 

next year; Even Yquem plans to increase volume from 30,000 to 45,000 bottles 

over the next five years; Even Yquem intends to double production to 100,000 

bottles within three years; Even Yquem intends to double production to 25-

30,000 bottles over the next 20 years. Even Yquem and Even Yquem plan to 

invest in a commercial strategy but have no immediate plans in place. The 

other properties have no plans to increase volumes or invest further in 

marketing for their dry wines.  
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5.2 Négociant Interviews 

Sauternes Sales  

All interviewees reported declining and increasingly difficult sales for 

Sauternes, with the decline accelerating every year, due to a significantly 

diminished market demand. Most négociants reported excess stock that they 

are unable to sell54. 

 

Dry Sauternes 

All of the respondents sell small quantities of dry Sauternes, fewer than 

10,000 bottles per year. Each négociant works with three to six properties.  

Dry Sauternes are reportedly challenging to sell though this commercial 

network, as the sales methods used are not adapted to a new category of 

wine. Currently the dry whites are being sold simply by making offers to 

traditional consumers, mostly via email. Négociants have commercial sales 

teams that travel to markets to stimulate demand and revitalize networks, but 

they are not adapted to, “…start from scratch to implant a ‘brand’ on the 

market” Even Yquem. 

 

Even Yquem and Even Yquem are the only two that have managed to create 

a market “pull” for their dry wines; the négociants easily sell through their 

allocated volumes every vintage, with ‘G’VVVVV Ev representing the highest 

volume of sales for all respondents55. The success of Even Yquem is 

                                                        
54 For confidentiality reasons, precise figures were not provided. 
55 Guiraud has the highest production volume at 200,000 per year. Refer to Appendix D for 
production volumes.  
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attributed to the marketing actions of Even Yquem and sells on the sheer 

brand appeal of Even Yquem  

 

Markets and Consumers  

Dry Sauternes are sold primarily to the same markets and buyers as the 

sweet wines of Sauternes, but not all of the sweet wine buyers are interested 

in dry Sauternes. The key markets cited for the dry wines are the UK, Japan, 

the US and Europe, notably France and the Scandinavian countries. Although 

they are sold through the same channels, some respondents indicated that 

the consumers are not necessarily the same as for the sweet wines but could 

not provide further consumer details.  

 

Branding  

The association with the Grands Crus châteaux is unanimously considered as 

essential in the branding of these wines, lending history and a story, and 

separating dry Sauternes from other Bordeaux Blanc. It provides a 

reassurance of quality and justifies the higher price positioning of dry 

Sauternes in the Bordeaux Blanc category and offers consumers a “taste of 

luxury” Even Yquem, as a halo effect, at a more accessible price.  

 

Varieties 

Opinions were mixed regarding the commercial value of Semillon and 

Sauvignon Blanc for dry Sauternes. Twelve respondents agreed that 

Sauvignon Blanc offers a commercial advantage due to the popularity of the 
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variety, while three believe that it is difficult to justify the price difference 

against other Bordeaux Blancs for the Sauvignon Blanc-dominated wines.  

 

Ten respondents indicated that a high percentage of Semillon offers a point of 

differentiation that could be used as a commercial argument. Two 

interviewees thought it might be a “potential weakness”, as it is “largely 

unknown”.  

 

Style 

The majority of respondents (15) indicated that having a range of styles offers 

a potential commercial advantage for dry Sauternes but added that it needed 

to be clearly defined and indicated on the labels, otherwise it is confusing for 

consumers. 

 

AOP Bordeaux Blanc 

Opinion was mixed regarding the commercial impact of the current labelling, 

AOP Bordeaux Blanc, and the need for a new designation, Sauternes Sec, or 

a re-designation as AOP Graves.  

 

Twelve interviewees did not believe that the appellation Bordeaux Blanc has 

any significant impact on the commercial performance of these wines, as the 

association with the Grands Crus Classés châteaux trumps the Bordeaux 

Blanc label, and consumers in export markets are not sensitive to the 

appellation hierarchy. Several added that AOP Bordeaux Blanc provides a 

reassurance of quality due to the reference to Bordeaux.  
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Six respondents reported that the designation AOP Bordeaux Blanc was a 

significant handicap for these wines, as it is the lowest rung in the appellation 

hierarchy. They were strongly in favour of a new dedicated appellation, 

Sauternes Sec, or the right to use AOP Graves designation.  

 

Two interviewees suggested that having a distinct appellation would have a 

negative impact, further complicating the offer for export. 

 

Marketing and Promotions  

All of the négociants indicated that the primary factor limiting dry Sauternes is  

a lack of investment in marketing and promotional activities on behalf of the  

châteaux.  

They are produced by default and the promotional support by the 

châteaux is not aligned with the quality, and it prevents the wines from 

emerging. Even Yquem  

 

Guiraud was the only notable exception. According to the interviews, G works 

better than all the rest, primarily because of the marketing efforts of Guiraud.  

 

Price  

A price ceiling of €10 (ex-cellar) was cited repeatedly throughout the 

interviews. Between €6 and €10 ex-cellar, “fills an otherwise empty space” 

between the modestly priced Bordeaux Blanc and Graves and the higher 

priced wines from Pessac-Léognan. Some respondents indicated that up to 

€20 (ex-cellar), was possible for a few wines with small volumes as a niche 
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offering, but that above €10, sales are “bottle by bottle, which requires 

enormous marketing”. Even Yquem 

 

Profits  

There was unanimous agreement that dry Sauternes do not generate enough 

profit, due to thin margins and small volumes, to justify the efforts required to 

grow the distribution of these wines. Respondents echoed that either you 

have to set a low price with high volume (a minimum of 100,000 bottles) or a 

higher price with niche volume (maximum 10,000).  

If you want to do something, you need to sell at least 

100,000 bottles every year, invest and create a brand Even Yquem 

 

Eight interviewees reported that the small volumes limit the potential of dry 

Sauternes with large clients who may otherwise be interested in the story, 

style and price of these wines. A minimum of 10,000 bottles is required for 

tenders with retail chains, airlines, national importers and monopolies. The 

négociant model exaggerates this limitation, as the volumes are divided 

between négociants. 

 

Competition 

Respondents reported that the competitive environment for dry Sauternes is 

strong, “from appellations and brands that have enormously more recognition 

than Sauternes” Even Yquem. Most respondents cited local competition from 

Graves and Pessac-Léognac. Other wines referenced include Chablis and 
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Burgundy for the domestic market and New Zealand Sauvignon Blanc for 

export markets.  

 

Potential and Recommendations 

All but two interviewees expressed optimism about the opportunities to 

increase the volume of sales and create a demand for the dry wines from 

Sauternes.  

If the product was priced under €8 euros and was promoted by the 

property, we could sell 24,000 bottles in a market. Even Yquem 

 

However, success was dependent on châteaux support for marketing and 

promotional activities. Many respondents voiced the need for a mobilization of 

the inter-professional bodies, such as the CIVB and the ODG de Sauternes-

Barsac, to promote the category as a whole.  

For the négociants and their clients, there is never the occasion to 

taste the white wines of Bordeaux, except the Grands Crus of Pessac. 

That would interest many people. Even Yquem 
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5.3 Retailer Interviews 

Sauternes Sales 

Duclot La Cav sells up to 8,500 bottles of Sauternes per year56; sales volumes 

were two t greater in the early 2000s. Duclot La Cav sells up to 300 E bottles 

per year, a reduction of 50 on the pre-2008 figure. EvenYquem sales fell 12% 

over the past three years57; they sold 5,110 bottles in 2019.  

 

White Bordeaux  

In 2019  Duclot La Cav sold $6.3 million worth of Bordeaux, with dry white 

representing only 6.3% of the value (average price: $16). Approximately half 

of Bordeaux sales are through a Futures programme and the balance is “more 

affordable, everyday Bordeaux” ($25 and under) supported with educational 

programmes and promotional campaigns. Duclot La Cav sells an average of 

15,00  bottles of white Bordeaux per year stating, “In Paris, Bordeaux Blanc is 

viewed as a basic, inexpensive offering, below 10 euros”. Duclot La Cav has a 

strong futures programme but sells much less white Bordeaux compared to 

red58.  

 

Dry Sauternes 

Duclot La Cav sold a total of 900 bottles of dry Sauternes over the past four 

years through email promotions; G de Guiraud represents 75% of sales.  

                                                        
56 Corney and Barrow sold 30,000 bottles of Sauternes over the past four years. 
57 The number of stores and overall sales increased over the same period. 
58 Corney and Barrow did not provide confidential sales figures. 
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Duclot La Cav struggles to sell 60 bottles of dry Sauternes per year, excluding 

Y59. Duclot La Cav carries five dry Sauternes and reported that there is no 

demand; G performs best, they sold 380 bottles in 2019, because the wines 

are promoted in-store by the château.  

 

Consumers  

Duclot La Cav and Duclot La Cav sell dry Sauternes to traditional Bordeaux 

consumers; however, they both suggested that the un-oaked fruitier styles are 

most appropriate for younger consumers while the oaked, more savoury 

styles are better suited to older, traditional consumers. For Duclot La Cav, the 

dry Sauternes consumers are younger than traditional Bordeaux consumers: 

“Millennials and Gen Xers are the groups that are trying them”, motivated by 

the authenticity and novelty of the story.  

 

Association with Grands Crus Classés 

All three respondents reported that the link to a Grand Cru Classé château is 

necessary for the marketing strategy of these wines, “to justify their premium 

positioning” Duclot La Cav, “as an assurance of quality” Duclot La Cav, and “a 

guarantee of authenticity” Duclot La Cav.  

 

Link with Bordeaux  

For Duclot La Cav and Duclot La Cav, the link with Bordeaux is positive, due 

to its reputation for high quality. For Duclot La Cav, Bordeaux is currently 

                                                        
59 Duclot La Cave did not provide the sales data for Y for confidentiality reasons.  
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“unfashionable” in the UK trade sector, although dry Sauternes may be an 

opportunity for “Bordeaux to show a different side of itself”.   

 

Varieties 

Duclot La Cav reported that Semillon could offer dry Sauternes a commercial 

advantage, as it is “ultra-Bordelaise”, whereas Sauvignon Blanc is associated 

with other regions, notably the Loire. Duclot La Cav noted that Sauvignon 

Blanc is an asset, as it is trending high in the US, and that Semillon could 

potentially offer an advantage, “but would need to be capitalized on”. For 

Duclot La Cav, the varieties have little commercial value, as their consumers 

buy French wines on geographical origin rather than variety.  

 

Range of Styles 

For Duclot La Cav, having a range of styles enables the category to appeal to 

a “broader spectrum” of consumers in the UK. Duclot La Cav said that the 

lack of a signature style poses a challenge for a new wine category in the 

Paris market. Duclot La Cav indicated that having various styles was an 

advantage as long as they were clearly described on the back label: 

“Consumers don’t want surprises for style of wine, especially regarding oak”.  

 

Appellation Bordeaux Blanc 

Duclot La Cav suggested a dedicated appellation to justify the higher price of 

dry Sauternes compared with the “mass of the Bordeaux Blanc offer”. 

Bordeaux Blanc was not a handicap in the UK or the US.  
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Marketing and Promotions  

All three retailers reported a lack of marketing efforts on behalf of the 

châteaux for dry Sauternes. For Corney and , “there is little evidence of dry 

white Bordeaux in trade tastings [...]” resulting in “very little awareness of 

these wines”. Duclot La Ca reported limited marketing activity for dry white 

Bordeaux in general and no promotional efforts for dry Sauternes. For 

DuclotLaCa, Guiraud is the only property promoting dry Sauternes.  

 

Price  

Duclot La Cav indicated an opportunity for “a few wines with pedigree” to be 

priced above £20 (retail), alongside the wines from Pessac-Léognan. Wines 

retailing between £15 and £20 offer great value but require a lot of effort to 

sell in the UK. For Duclot La C , between US$15 and US$25 (retail) is a “nice 

sweet spot between the high and lower price of white Bordeaux” in the US 

market, with an opportunity for a few niche products retailing at up to US$50. 

DuclotLavv, cited a ceiling of €20 retail, or “people will turn to Burgundy or 

the Loire”. 

 

Competition 

Duclot La Cav indicated that the main competition for dry Sauternes is from 

Sauvignon Blanc wines from Napa, New Zealand and Sancerre. In the UK, 

the un-oaked whites compete with New World Sauvignon Blanc while the 

oaked versions are positioned alongside Pessac-Léognan. For DuclLaCave, 

other white Bordeaux, Burgundy and Sancerre are the primary competitors.  
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Market Threats  

The trade war60 has resulted in an additional 25% duty on French wines in the 

US. Duclot La Cav has absorbed the tariffs to date, but there are risks of 

increased price and supply chain disruptions in the future. For the UK, Brexit61 

threatens to disrupt the supply chain and increase the price of European wine 

through added tariffs and unfavourable exchange rates. Regarding Covid-

1962, all three markets reported that it is too soon to predict the impact of the 

virus on future consumption and purchase habits.  

 

Potential and Recommendations 

Duclot La Ca indicated a potential to sell up to $250,000 in revenue for the 

whole dry Sauternes category, or 100 cases for individual wines to start, but 

this would be conditional on the wines being well promoted. They highlighted 

the need for dry Sauternes to be identified and actively promoted as a 

category.  

 

Duclot La C also suggested a presence in the US on-trade to increase 

visibility and to develop a market demand: “we get so much business from 

people who have tried it in a restaurant – that would be a huge boost as well”.  

  

Duclot La C indicated a “definite scope” for dry Sauternes but emphasized 

the need for more marketing support from châteaux, including tasting budgets 

                                                        
60 Refer to Appendix M for details on the US trade war. 
61 Refer to Appendix N for details on Brexit.  
62 Refer to Appendix O for details on Covid-19.  
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along with trade and consumer tastings. For wines under £7 (ex-cellar), there 

is a potential to work with cruise liners and airlines, but this  

would require volumes of at least 10,000 bottles of the same reference.  

 

For Duclot La Ca there is a market for dry Sauternes, with the new 

generation of consumers, but they emphasized the need for the châteaux to 

work as a team to launch the category and its brands. They stressed the 

importance of social media communications.  
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6 Analysis 

6.1 Product  

Quality  

The quality of dry Sauternes on the market is high63, however, it should not be 

assumed that making dry white is an easy default solution. Notably, quality 

challenges exist due to the diversity of terroirs, the use of thicker-skinned 

Semillon clones64, and lack of experience for technical teams in making dry 

wines. Poor quality examples such as reported by Duclot La Cav, investments 

in different equipment and external consultant outreach prove that producing 

a quality dry Sauternes requires resources and investment.  

 

Branding 

Having no category identity is a significant handicap for the commercial 

success of dry Sauternes, as they remain unknown in key markets and are 

sold bottle by bottle as a curiosity rather than having a category presence. 

The association with a Grand Cru Classé château is an effective branding 

strategy for these wines but requires explaining, thus this limits routes to 

market.  

 

Varieties 

Sauvignon Blanc offers a potential advantage for wines that include this 

popular variety in the blend, however, the opportunity is missed, as it is never 

indicated on the front label. If the lesser-known Semillon is to serve as a point 

                                                        
63 See Appendix G for critic scores of the 2017 vintage.  
64 The clones used for sweet Sauternes are generally thicker skinned, which Duclot La   
suggested risk giving bitter flavours if not properly managed in the winemaking process.   
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of differentiation, investment in education is necessary, which restricts sales 

channel options.  

 

AOP Bordeaux Blanc  

The current designation AOP Bordeaux Blanc is penalizing in the domestic 

market but is likely to have no impact on the commercial success of dry 

Sauternes in export markets. For export, the average consumer has little 

knowledge of the Bordeaux labelling laws, and variety, brand and taste/style 

rank higher than appellation for buyer cues in its top markets, the UK and US. 

In France, appellation is the number one purchase motivator, making it 

difficult to justify the higher price of Sauternes Sec compared with other AOP 

Bordeaux Blanc.  

 

It is very unlikely that the AOP Bordeaux Blanc designation will be changed in 

the foreseeable future, as there is lack of agreement between châteaux 

regarding the best alternative options. Furthermore, the most prominent 

châteaux are indifferent, as they do not view the AOP Bordeaux Blanc 

designation as a barrier to sales.  

 

Labelling  

The labelling of dry Sauternes currently highlights the association with the 

Grand Vin but misses the opportunity to capitalize on other key purchase 

motivators and consumer trends. Most notably, the primary purchase cues in 

the UK and US, variety and style, are missing on these labels, placing dry 

Sauternes at a disadvantage against New World competition. Furthermore, 
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none of the labels cite ethical credentials such as organic and vegan, thus 

missing the possibility to benefit from the trend of eco-consumerism. Other 

missed opportunities include ingredient and calorie labelling, which would 

appeal to the growing number of health-conscious consumers seeking 

transparency.  

 

Style 

The producers of dry Sauternes have made no effort to find underlying 

common threads within the diversity of the styles produced. In order for the 

category to gain traction in the markets, producers need to find a common 

positioning from which each wine can show its uniqueness and promote the 

diversity of the region. Without this, the category is impossible to define, and 

the diversity creates a complicated message for marketing and 

communications. Key competitors such as New Zealand Sauvignon Blanc and 

Sancerre have both defined signature styles and yet allow for diverse 

expressions that retain the signature stamp.  

 

Volume  

The small production volumes of dry Sauternes (all but Guiraud produce 

under 45,000 bottles)65 restrict visibility in the markets, constrict profits and 

limit marketing budgets. Small volumes also block opportunities for large 

tenders, such as airlines, and monopolies, where the style and price may 

otherwise be a fit. This problem is amplified when the volume is divided 

                                                        
65 Refer to Appendix D for production volumes.  
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between négociants. For the category as a whole, potential volumes are 

controlled by the small appellation size (2000 ha, including sweet wines).  

 

6.2 Price 

The range of prices of dry Sauternes adds to the heterogeneity of the 

category and complicates the message for the positioning and marketing of 

these wines. This problem is exaggerated by the lack of defined styles to 

justify price differences. The biggest opportunity is between €6 and €10 ex-

cellar; between white Graves and Pessac-Léognan66, thus filling a void in the 

white Bordeaux offer and limiting local competition and enabling the wines to 

benefit from the trend of premiumization in the UK and US markets67. 

However, this positioning entails high competition from well-established wines 

from other regions, therefore intensifying the need for differentiation and 

marketing. The maximum profitability for wines in this range is €2 or less per 

bottle, therefore higher volumes are required to justify the efforts and to 

generate enough profit for a marketing budget. For the higher priced wines 

(above €15), volume potential is limited to 10,000 bottles, thus restricting 

profitability. Y is an outlier (€95 ex-cellar) and it sells because of the brand 

strength of Yquem.  

 

6.3 Place 

Dry Sauternes have restricted sales channels, as they go through the 

classified growth distribution partners to traditional Bordeaux retailers.  

                                                        
66 White Graves is positioned at a maximum of €7.5 ex-cellar and Pessac-Léognan starts at 
€9 ex-cellar (CIVB, 2020). 
67 The dry Sauternes in this price bracket would retail above £15 and $15. 
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They are not reaching the on-trade or the vast retail channel that does not sell 

classified growths, thus limiting their visibility and reach and reducing sales 

potential. Dry whites and their sweet classified counterparts are distinctly 

different products, with different needs regarding distribution; they should not 

be expected to thrive in the same channels to market.  

 

6.4 People  

Except for Guiraud, there has been no effort by the châteaux or the 

distribution chain to develop new markets, gain new consumer groups or 

gather consumer insights for dry Sauternes. The commercial approach for 

these wines lacks strategy; producers do not collect consumer data and have 

no target consumers for marketing or brand development. Distribution through 

La Place de Bordeaux further distances producers from the final consumers.  

 

6.5 Promotion 

The main limiting factor for the commercial success of dry Sauternes is the 

notable lack of marketing efforts and promotional activities on behalf of the 

châteaux and the relevant inter-professional bodies. As an unknown category, 

the need for investment in brand and category building is irrefutable. Adding 

to this, the brand story, the diversity of the category, and the premium 

positioning of the wines demand strategic communications and education for 

the distribution chain. The fiercely competitive environment for dry Sauternes 

and Bordeaux’s unfashionable image further augment the need for support.  

If the châteaux do not invest the resources and time to develop the dry 

Sauternes category, the market will not take the wines seriously.  
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The châteaux blame the fact that there is no dedicated appellation for dry 

Sauternes to justify the lack of unified promotional activities for the category. 

There have been no attempts to lobby the existing inter-professional bodies, 

such as the CIVB or the UGC of Sauternes and Barsac, for promotional 

support and no efforts to create alliances between châteaux. The châteaux’s 

default reliance on the négociant sales structure to build their brands, which is 

beyond the négociant’s competencies or role, while using the profits to offset 

losses from the sweet wines rather than investing in marketing and 

promotional activities confirms a passive approach. Until the châteaux start to 

work together and treat dry Sauternes as a serious category, there may be 

individual success stories, but the category will neither have an identity nor 

will it flourish.  
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7 Limitations  

The main limitation of the study is that it is restricted to a trade perspective 

with no study of the consumers concerning the topics explored. The second 

major limitation was the small sample size of the study. To mitigate the 

inevitable biases, three groups were interviewed to gain broader insight into 

the research questions. Finally, due to a lack of availability of specific sales 

volume and value data for dry Sauternes, the figures provided have been 

based on interview data and could not be confirmed with independent sales 

figures68. 

 

The current research suggests that there is potential to increase volumes; 

however, the research should be considered a preliminary step for the 

questions posed. To explore viability, a deeper financial analysis is required.   

                                                        
68 The sales statistics for dry Sauternes are combined with all Bordeaux Blanc sales. 
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8 Conclusions 

The goal of this research was to understand the market performance and 

analyze the potential for dry Sauternes through interviews with 20 directors of 

négociants, ten Sauternes châteaux and retailers in three key markets: the 

UK, US, and Paris. Based on findings, the author addressed the research 

questions with the findings summarized below.  

 

1. What is the négociant perception of the current performance of the dry wines 

from Sauternes in its key global markets?  

According to the négociants, dry Sauternes are underperforming despite their 

quality, pedigree, price positioning and potential market opportunities in key 

markets such as the US and the UK. The marketing and promotional 

requirements for dry Sauternes are beyond the role of the négociant and as 

such, the wines remain very difficult to sell through their largely commodity-

based sales and distribution model. Furthermore, small production volumes 

are divided between several négociants, restricting sales opportunities to 

large buyers such as airlines and government monopolies. 

 

The two exceptions are Y and G, as négociants sell their allocations of both 

every vintage. Y sells by the luxury appeal of Yquem while Guiraud has 

succeeded in building brand recognition and market demand through its own 

strategic commercial plan and by producing sufficiently large volumes.  
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2. What are the perceived strengths, weaknesses of the wines based on the 

perceptions of négociants, châteaux and key market retailers?  

Strengths 

Dry Sauternes have a number of commercial strengths to provide a solid 

foundation for a new wine category. The primary strength is that their style 

and pricing are aligned with consumption trends in the key export markets 

(US and UK). For style, they are dry69, fruity, typically Sauvignon Blanc and 

Semillon blends, with subtle or no oak. Dry, fruity white wine, particularly 

Sauvignon Blanc, is trending high in both markets. The pricing (above $15 

and £12) enables these wines to benefit from the premiumization trend in both 

markets.  

 

A reputation for quality and the branding that links the wine with Grands Crus 

Classés properties are also strengths, lending history, pedigree, authenticity 

and product confidence to engage consumers. At the moment these strengths 

are not being capitalized on nor monetized.  

 

Weaknesses 

The primary weakness of dry Sauternes is that there is no clear, purposeful 

strategy for this category of wine. Producers treat the wines as a short-term 

means of maintaining cash flow during a time of crisis, rather than investing in 

the development of the brands and the category. The current approach of 

selling through the traditional distribution channels without marketing support 

or consumer research is a poor strategy for dry Sauternes as these dry white 

                                                        
69 Y d’Yquem has 6-8 grams of residual sugar.  
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wines require a different marketing mix, with an integrated proactive action 

plan, compared to sweet Sauternes. The producers’ inertia in creating a 

marketing group or in lobbying existing inter-professional bodies for support 

has further stunted growth and does not inspire confidence in their long-term 

commitment to these wines. Other weaknesses are i) traditional labelling that 

omits key information such as varieties and style placing the wines at a 

disadvantage against New World competition, ii) not promoting the eco-angle 

of these wines, and iii) the small production volumes that limit both profits and 

potential routes to market. It is within the capability of the producers to 

minimize these weaknesses by being purposeful, proactive and having a 

specific strategy for these wines.  

 

3. What are the perceived market opportunities and threats based on the 

perceptions of négociants, châteaux and key market retailers? 

Opportunities  

The style and positioning of dry Sauternes suggest strong opportunities in the 

US and UK markets. It is worth noting that white wine represents almost half 

of the consumption for both markets with Sauvignon Blanc ranking as the top 

white variety in the UK and third in the US. The value of Bordeaux Blanc sales 

is trending up in both the US and the UK while approximately a quarter of 

consumers are premium drinkers in both markets70. Furthermore, there is little 

Bordeaux Blanc in the on-trade thus limiting competition. However, these are 

                                                        
70 Based on Wine Intelligence, $15 and above in the off trade is premium in the US while £8 
and above is premium in the UK (2020). 
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two of the largest and most competitive wine markets in the world. No matter 

the opportunity, dry Sauternes will have to fight for its place. 

Younger consumers (< 35) offer the best opportunity for dry Sauternes. 

Younger consumers are more adventurous and more open to new categories 

of wines, they are more likely to be premium drinkers, and show the most 

interest in dry Sauternes. The traditional Bordeaux Cru Classé route to market 

is not the way to reach this demographic.  

 

There is also an opportunity for organic and vegan producers to capitalize on 

the trend for ethical consumerism. Ethical credentials can serve as purchase 

motivators if aptly communicated on labels and in other marketing materials.  

 

The French market offers fewer opportunities for dry Sauternes due to rapidly 

decreasing consumption in France, pricing above the appellation average and 

the low average price for white Bordeaux. 

 

Threats  

The biggest threat for dry Sauternes is producer inaction and the passive 

strategy of maintaining the status quo in the fast-moving competitive 

marketplace for dry whites. Competing in the UK and US markets against 

high-performing established categories, such as New Zealand Sauvignon 

Blanc, requires proactive, commercial strategies with ongoing, integrative 

marketing actions. Simply being available in the market is not enough for 

commercial success. 
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Bordeaux’s unfashionable image in some export markets could pose a threat 

for dry Sauternes. In both the US and the UK, Bordeaux struggles to engage 

outside the ageing traditional consumers. Therefore, new strategies and new 

routes to market must be developed if the opportunity is to be realized.  

 

Other significant threats include the US trade war, Brexit, and Covid-19. At the 

time of writing, it is impossible to predict the impact of these threats on the 

future of the global wine trade, let alone dry Sauternes.  

 

4. What is a potential commercial positioning for these wines (possible price 

points, market segments, channels to market and promotional support)?  

Price Points  

The greatest opportunity for dry Sauternes is below €10 ex-cellar. At this 

positioning, volumes need to be high, ideally at 100,000 bottles or more, to 

ensure adequate profits and to enable investment in commercial actions. 

There are restricted opportunities, for some wines in the category, to position 

at a higher price (up to €20 ex-cellar) with niche volumes (under 10,000 

bottles).  

 

Market Segments:  

The key market segments to target are young, adventurous, premium 

consumers as well as traditional Bordeaux consumers. The smaller volume, 

higher priced, oaked, savoury styles appeal to traditional consumers who 

value the association with the Grand Vin. The more vibrant, fruity, un-oaked 
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styles that retail from €15 and £12, are more appealing to younger 

consumers.  

 

Channels to Market:  

Dry Sauternes are not adequately distributed, limiting visibility, restricting the 

potential consumer reach and hindering category success. The négociant 

system supplies traditional channels but does not fuel other key routes that 

service the younger, and non-traditional Bordeaux drinker both on-trade and 

retail.  

 

Direct distribution is an alternative, although this presents its own challenges. 

Without an existing infrastructure, it would require producers to establish 

partnerships with importers, wholesalers and retailers in key markets and to 

manage the distribution logistics, marketing and sales support with limited 

experience and resources. The complex three-tier system of the US that 

regulates the sale and distribution of wine further complicates the process71.  

The optimal solution is for the châteaux to establish exclusive partnerships 

with one importer, either regional or national, for each market. This is where a 

dedicated trade body would show its value. Another option is for producers to 

work exclusively with one négociant for each market. For both options, it is 

essential that the châteaux invest time and resources in the markets to foster 

new retail partners, both in the on and off-trade, and to create a market pull 

through marketing actions, as detailed below.  

 

                                                        
71 Refer to Appendix I for the US distribution model overview.  
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Promotional Support 

The first promotional requirement is to take the wines seriously and 

acknowledge that unless they do, they cannot expect the market to take them 

seriously. The châteaux need to create a formal producer marketing alliance 

and clearly define the category’s unique identity. Foremost, a shared style and 

price positioning needs to be identified, so that individual wines can 

communicate their uniqueness whilst adhering to the shared values.  

 

The second step is for producers to join together and lobby the relevant intra-

professional bodies, such as the ODGs of Sauternes-Barsac and Graves and 

the CIVB, for support. Collective marketing would increase the awareness and 

visibility of the category for existing and new distribution partners and for 

target consumers. As demonstrated by the Wines of Hungary for dry Furmint, 

collective innovative marketing actions that engage the trade, such as 

dedicated campaigns with competitions, are effective in creating a market 

presence and should be employed. 

 

To build individual brands, producers need to work with their distribution 

partners for each market and jointly create and deliver a marketing plan. The 

châteaux need to support their partners by being present regularly in the 

markets to conduct education and tasting events for both consumers and the 

trade, in retail and on-trade sites.  

 

Finally, producers need to collect consumer data and engage with target 

consumers in a way that is meaningful to them and that highlights the key 
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strengths of their brand. They need to harness virtual communication 

platforms and social media tools to enable ongoing communications with the 

target markets and all stakeholders in building their brands and business.  

Final Remarks 

It is the author’s interpretation that the producers of Sauternes need to commit 

to these wines, to treat them as a new category rather than a temporary 

solution, and to invest in the resources required for these wines to succeed. If 

the wines were identified and actively and innovatively promoted, individually 

and collectively as a category, and the properties were to work closely 

together and with their distribution partners to develop the category and its 

brands in selected markets, the dry wines of Sauternes could offer a viable 

product for the Grands Crus Classés properties. Without châteaux investment 

in time and resources, there is no chance for sustainable success for dry 

Sauternes.  
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10 Appendices 

10.1 Appendix A: Research Paper Proposal 

IMW Research Paper Proposal Submission Form  

Student ID 22435 Date of submission April 2020 

RPP Version No 5 (referred RP) Name of Advisor Mary Gorman 

Note: RPPs must be submitted via your Advisor to the IMW 

Proposed Title 

Dry white wines from Grands Crus Classés Sauternes: perceptions of négociants, châteaux and 
key market retailers on the market performance and market potential of these wines.    
 

Research Questions:  Define the subject of your Research Paper and specify the specific 

research questions you plan to pursue. (No more than 200 words) 

Sauternes has been facing a crisis for the past 30 years (Lawrence, 2015). Production costs 
exceed all other wines from the region and although these wines yield high tasting scores, 
producers struggle to convert these accolades into increased sales. According to the CIVB 
(2018), the Sauternes production volume dropped 24% over 20 years. Sales volumes have 
decreased 38% since 2007 (CIVB, 2018).   
 
In response to this crisis, several Grands Crus Châteaux have started producing dry wines as a 
source of cashflow and income (Anson, 2013). However, there is no sales data and no published 
research on the performance and market for these wines.  
 
This research paper will examine the market performance and potential for these dry wines from 
Sauternes through interviews with 20 directors of négociants, ten Sauternes châteaux and 
retailers in three key markets: the UK, USA, and Paris.  
 
Specifically, this paper will explore the following questions: 
 
5. What is the négociants’ perception of the market performance of the dry wines from 

Sauternes in key global markets?  
6. What are the perceived strengths, weaknesses of the wines based on the perceptions of 

négociants, châteaux and key market retailers?  
7. What are the perceived market opportunities and threats based on the perceptions of 

négociants, châteaux and key market retailers? 
8. What is a potential commercial positioning for these wines (possible price points, market 

segments, channels to market and promotional support)?  

Background and Context: Explain what is currently known about the topic and address why 

this topic requires/offers opportunities for further research. (No more than 200 words) 
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Sweet wines from classic regions including Port, Tokaji, and the Mosel struggle to find 
consumers in today’s markets (Sussman, 2015; Wiatrak, 2019). In the US, dessert and fortified 
wine consumption dropped from its peak of 70% of the market in 1950 to a mere 2% by 2000 
(Wiatrak, 2019), while in China consumers have yet to embrace sweet wines (Zhou, 2017). 
 
As noted, Sauternes is no exception. In response, many producers have introduced dry wines to 
their portfolios. Olivier Bernard of Château Guiraud explained that their strategy was “to increase 
its quantities of dry white wines until the crisis is over” (Anson, 2013). Silvio Denz, of Château 
Lafaurie-Peyraguey, explained, “Sweet white wine is unfortunately out of fashion today and dry 
white wine will be beneficial in terms of sales and cash flow for the time being” (Lawrence, 
2014). Christian Seely of Château Suduiraut has been developing its dry white since 2003 
believing, “…great dry white wine will help the sweet survive” (Millar, 2017).    
 
Although the trend to produce dry wines in Sauternes is reasonably documented in the trade 
press, there are no published production or sales data or any published research on the 
category evaluating the market performance or potential for the dry white wines of Sauternes.  

Sources: Identify the nature of your source materials (official documents, books, articles, other 

studies, etc.) and give principle sources if appropriate. (No more than 150 words) 

Primary Sources:  

 Le Conseil Interprofessionnel de Vins de Bordeaux (CIVB) 

 International Organisation of Vine and Wine (OIV) 

 Vinexpo-IWSR  

 Christian Seely, Director of AXA  

 Xavier Planty, le Président de Association Organisme de Défense et de Gestion (ODG) 
Sauternes 

 Eric Garreau, Director of Wine Business, Credit Agricole Aquitaine 

 Jean Jacques Dubourdieu 

 Allan Sichel, former president of the CIVB  

 Trade Press 
 

Research Methodology: Please detail how you will identify and gather the material or 

information necessary to answer the research question(s) and discuss what techniques you will 

use to analyse this information. (No more than 500 words) 

Data Collection: Semi-structured interviews with négociants, Châteaux and importers/retailers in 
three markets: Assessment of the performance, strengths and weaknesses and market 
potential for dry white wines from Grand Crus Classés Sauternes  
 Develop semi-structured interview questions for the négociants, importers/retailers in 

three markets (UK, USA, Paris) and the Grand Crus Classés Sauternes Châteaux 
producing dry white wines 

 Questionnaire Themes (négociants):  
o Perceptions on current market performance of dry Sauternes  
o Strengths and Weaknesses of the dry Sauternes offer 
o Opportunities and Threats for market sales  

 Questionnaire Themes (importers/retailers):  
o Perceptions on current market performance of dry Sauternes  
o Strengths and Weaknesses of the dry Sauternes offer 
o Threats/challenges and Opportunities for market sales   
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o Possible positioning, price points, market segments, channel to market and 
promotional support.   

 Questionnaire Themes (Châteaux):  
o Business strategy and goals for dry whites, investment levels (production, 

marketing) and relative performance to goals.  
o Current commercial positioning/s of dry white Sauternes 
o Commercial strategies in place (marketing and sales structure, strategy and 

investments) 
o Perceived strengths and weaknesses of offer  
o Perceived threats and opportunities  

 Interviews with Commercial Directors of top 50 négociants of La Place de Bordeaux  
o Sample size: 20 or until saturation is attained  

 There are 300 négociants in Bordeaux, top 47 represent more than 80% of 
the sales turnover for the region (Garreau, 2018).   

 Interviews with three importers/retailers of Bordeaux in three markets (UK, USA, Paris) 
o Sample size: three (directional evidence) 

 Interviews with Crus Classés Sauternes Châteaux producing dry white wines 
o Sample size: 10 Châteaux  

 Perform and transcribe interviews  
o Translate interview transcriptions where required  

Results: Compile qualitative findings   
o Quantitative data: statistical analysis  
o Qualitative data: inductive analyses by themes 
o Acknowledgement of assumptions and biases  

 Sample Biases 
 Respondent Biases  
 Limitations based on complex nature of distribution chain for Bordeaux 

Analyses  
 Interpretation and analysis of interview responses – closed and open questions  

o Evaluate the perceived strengths and weaknesses of offer  
o Evaluate the perceived opportunities and threats for market growth 
o Evaluate potential positioning, price points, market segments, channels to market 

and necessary promotional support in the UK, Paris and USA markets 
Conclusions  

 Critically address research questions, derived from analysis  
 Recognition of the potential for practical applications  
 Demonstrate awareness of constraints  

 

Potential to Contribute to the Body of Knowledge on Wine: Explain how this Research 

Paper will add to the current body of knowledge on this subject.  (No more than 150 words) 

In the face of poor Sauternes sales, with 50% of each vintage unsold (Garreau, 2018), there is a 
growing trend among Sauternes Châteaux to produce dry wine to generate income. However, as 
there is not a unique appellation for these dry wines, they have no measurable visibility 
(production and sales figures not separated out on generic/regional Bordeaux figures).  The 
complex trade structure through which most of these wines sell adds to the production and sales 
data availability blur. Despite a lack of data and market information, Sauternes Châteaux are 
proceeding in converting a proportion of production from sweet to dry white wine (Wiatrak, 
2019). 
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A valid analytical study of the perceived market performance and potential of these wines with a 
detailed SWOT analysis and evaluation of potential positionings, price points, target market 
segments, channels to market and necessary marketing support would benefit any Sauternes 
producer who currently produces or plans to venture into dry wines.  

Proposed Time Schedule/Programme: This section should layout the time schedule for the 

research, analysis and write-up of the Research Paper and should indicate approximate dates 

with key deliverables. Dates of submission to both Advisors and the IMW must be those 

specified by the IMW. 

April: Complete additional interviews, Analyze and Interpret findings  
 Collate and analyze new qualitative interview findings  
 Rework RP based on new interviews and RP refer report, with additional literature review 

headings/research, modified layout and deeper critical analysis  
May: Synthesize findings and complete RP analysis and conclusions 
April/May: Submissions 

 May 15: Submit to advisor for first revision  
 May 30: Submit to advisor for final revision 
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10.2 Appendix B: Sauternes: An Overview 

Sauternes cover 2000 hectares in the southern end of Graves representing 

2% of the Bordeaux vineyards and 1% of the production. The region is 

comprised of five communes: Barsac, Sauternes, Bommes Fargues, and 

Preignac, all of which are permitted to use the name Sauternes. The region 

produces approximately 480,000 cases of wine per year, with 46% sold in 

bulk. There are 187 properties, most with small land holdings. Most of the 

châteaux have less than 10 hectares under vine while 45% of the vineyard 

area is Grands Crus (Corade et al., n.d.; Feve, 2018).  

 

The soils of Sauternes are diverse with varying degrees of chalk, limestone, 

sand, clay, and gravel topsoil over an alluvial subsoil. The landscape is 

undulating with elevations ranging from 3 to 80 metres (Feve, 2018). 

 

The three white grapes permitted are Semillon, Sauvignon Blanc, and 

Muscadelle. Yields for the sweet wines typically range from eight to 15 hl/ha, 

with a maximum permitted of 25 hl/ha (Feve, 2018).  

 

Sauternes has its own appellation, dating from 1855, with three tiers: 11 first 

growths and 15 second growths and one Premier Cru Supérieur, Château 

d’Yquem (Brook, 2017).  

 

Sales of Sauternes and Barsac have been decreasing sharply since 2007. 

According to a study conducted by the ODG Sauternes-Barsac, consumers 

see these wines as being too expensive and too elitist (Stahl, 2017).  
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Dry white wines produced from grapes grown in the Sauternes region are 

classified and sold as generic Bordeaux Blanc. To help promote these wines 

some producers have attempted to reclassify the dry wines as Graves or 

create a new appellation, Sauternes Sec, to no avail (Feve, 2018).  

 

1855 Classification of Sauternes and Barsac – List of Châteaux  

Premier cru supérieur: 

Château d'Yquem, Sauternes 

Premier cru: 

Château Climens, Barsac 

Château Clos Haut-Peyraguey, Sauternes 

Château Coutet, Barsac 

Château Guiraud, Sauternes 

Château Lafaurie-Peyraguey, Sauternes 

Château Rabaud-Promis, Sauternes  

Château Rayne Vigneau, Sauternes 

Château Rieussec, Sauternes 

Château Sigalas-Rabaud, Sauternes 

Château Suduiraut, Sauternes 

Château La Tour Blanche, Sauternes 
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Second cru: 

Château D´Arche, Sauternes  

Château Broustet, Barsac  

Château Caillou, Barsac 

Château Doisy-Archeëne, Barsac 

Château Doisy-Dubroca, Barsac 

Château Doisy-Védrines, Barsac 

Château Filhot, Sauternes 

Château Lamothe, Sauternes  

Château Lamothe Guignard, Sauternes 

Château De Myrat, Sauternes 

Château De Malle, Sauternes 

Château Nairac, Barsac 

Château Romer du Hayot, Sauternes 

Château Suau, Barsac  
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Figure 1 

Map of Sauternes and Barsac  
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10.3 Appendix C: Sauternes Statistics 

Table 1:  

Sauternes Production and Sales Volumes 2001-2019 

 
Year 
 

 
Sales Volume 
(hl) 

 
Production Volume 
(hl) 

 
2001 

 
41,687 

 
47,320 

 
2002 

            
37,826 

 
44,885 

 
2003 

 
39,546 

 
46,251 

 
2004 

 
38,840 

 
46,078 

 
2005 

 
44,759 

 
54,116 

 
2006 

 
46,005 

 
40,853 

 
2007 

 
46,732 

 
44,333 

 
2008 

 
33,232 

 
27,566 

 
2009 

 
31,233 

 
49,898 

 
2010 

 
38,756 

 
51,235 

 
2011 

 
38,036 

 
37,459 

 
2012 

 
37,109 

 
36,559 

 
2013 

 
39,295 

 
34,096 

 
2014 

 
37,143 

 
27,872 

 
2015 

 
37,678 

 
35,634 

 
2016 

 
40,714 

 
43,178 

 
2017 

 
35,730 

 
23,369 

 
2018 

 
29,657 

 
29,997 

 
2019 

 
28,373 

 
26,080 
 

 
Source: CIVB 2020  
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10.4 Appendix D: Sauternes Production Volumes  

Table 1  

Production Volumes for Dry and Sweet Wines  

 
Property 

 
Volume Sweet 
(Bottles) 
 

 
Volume Dry 
(Bottles) 

 
First Vintage 
of Dry 

 
Yquem 
 

 
60-90,000 

 
12-15,000 

 
1959 

Coutet 
 

45,000 3,000 2010 

Guiraud 
 

225,000 200,000 1979 

Lafaurie-Peyraguey 
 

20,000 20,000  2009 

Rayne Vigneau 
 

150,000 30,000 2014 

Sigalas-Rabaud 
 

18,000 20,000 2009 

Suduiraud 
 

660,000  53-54,000  2003 

Arche 
 

60-80,000 10,000  2009 

Caillou 
 

16,000 18,000 2049 

Doisy-Daëne 
 

25-30,000 30,000 1948 

 
Note. Figures sourced from interviews 
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10.5 Appendix E: White Bordeaux Statistics 

Table 1 

White Bordeaux Production Volumes 2001-2018 

 
Year 

 
Blancs Secs 
Volume (hl) 
 

 
Bordeaux Blanc 
Volume (hl) 

 
Graves 
Volume (hl) 

 
Pessac-Léognan 
Volume (hl) 

 
2008 457,971 312,247 31,622 10,279 
 
2009 352,691 240,298 21,564 6,104 
 
2010 480,597 327,535 33,064 

12,054 

 
2011 522,718 363,316 37,433 

12,291 

 
2012 507,033 353,882 33,591 11,419 
 
2013 476,528 332,744 33,794 10,306 
 
2014 428,222 297,175 26,559 9,922 
 
2015 482,447 321,059 28,527 

10,932 

 
2016 480,866 307,501 31,044 10,343 
 
2017 563,418 355,097 35,027 12,730 
 
2018 

317,614 
199,923 16,138 7,358 

 
2019 

 
508,723 
 

308,491 
 

29,519 
 

11,280 
 

 
Source: CIVB, 2020 
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Table 2  

White Bordeaux Sales Volumes 2001-2019 

 
Year 

 
Blancs Secs 
Volume (hl) 
 

 
Bordeaux Blanc 
Volume (hl) 

 
Graves  
Volume (hl) 

 
Pessac-
Léognan 
Volume (hl) 
 

 
2008 
 

 
477,006 

 
315,982 

 
32,960 

 
10,880 

2009 
 

396,536 265,713 25,198 7,562 

2010 
 

434,529 305,377 27,119 7,199 

2011 
 

457,893 320,448 28,940 8,175 

2012 
 

450,310 318,004 28,716 9,324 

2013 
 

458,400 326,201 28,677 9,727 

2014 
 

481,766 344,546 31,549 11,020 

2015 
 

442,432 305,486 27,159 9,050 

2016 
 

431,363 280,597 27,335 10,446 

2017 
 

449,792 291,657 25,932 10,572 

2018 
 

430,251 282,640 22,108 10,823 

2019 
 

390,911 245,897 24,173 9,447 

 
Source: CIVB, 2020 
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Table 3 

Export Data for White Bordeaux in Top Ten Countries 

 
Country 
 

 
Volume (hl) 

 
Value in Euros 
(millions) 
 

 
US 
 

 
30,517 

 
20,800 

UK 
 

25,930 13,587 

Belgium 
 

23,049 9,181 

Germany 
 

17,148 7,924 

Japan 
 

15,232 9,817 

China 
 

10,590 7,571 

Canada 
 

6,744 3,949 

Switzerland 
 

6,480 8,946 

Pays Bas 
 

6,190 3,053 

Hong Kong 
 

2,737 6,617 

 
Total World 
 

 
183,594 

 
115,335 

 
Source: CIVB, 2020 
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10.6 Appendix F: Dry Sauternes Winemaking  

Table 1 

Winemaking for the dry wines from Sauternes Grands Crus Classés  

 
Note.  SB: Sauvignon Blanc, Sem: Semillon. 
Source: Data from châteaux 
  

 
Property 

 
Dry Wine 

 
Variety (ies) 

 
Oak Use 
 

 
Yquem 
 

 
Y 

 
80% SB, 20% Sem 

 
50% new oak 

Coutet 
 

Opalie 50% Sem, 50% SB 60% new oak 

Guiraud 
 

G 50% Sem, 50% SB 80% neutral oak 

Lafaurie-
Peyraguey 
 

Le Lys 
Le Sec 

94% Sem, 7% SB 
60% Sem, 40% SB 

20% new oak 
100% neutral oak 

Rayne 
Vigneau 
 

Le Sec 100% SB 100% neutral oak 

Rieussec 
 

R 50% Sem, 50% SB 20% new oak 

Sigalas-
Rabaud 
 

Le Sémillante 100% Sem 100% neutral oak 

Suduiraud S 
Blanc Sec 

60% Sem, 40% SB 
55% Sem, 45% SB 

20% new oak 
10% new oak 
 

Arche 
 

A 50% SB, 50% Sem No oak 

Caillou 
 

Le Vin Sec 80% Sem, 20% SB No oak 

Doisy-
Daëne 
 

Grand Vin 
Sec 

100% SB 100% neutral oak 
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10.7 Appendix G: Sauternes Prices and Scores  

Table 1  

Ex-cellar Prices and Scores for Sauternes 2017  

 
Property 

 
Dry Wine 

 
Price for Sweet 
(ex-cellar in 
euros) 
 

 
Price for Dry 
(ex-cellar in 
euros) 

 
Score for 
Dry Wine 

 
Yquem 
 

 
Y 

 
210 

 
95 

 
JS: 98 

Coutet 
 

Opalie 22 18 NM: 90 

Guiraud 
 

G 25 6.30 WS: 90-93 

Lafaurie-
Peyraguey 

Blanc Sec 
Le Lys 
 

29 20 
12 

JS: 93 
WS: 90-93 

Rayne 
Vigneau 
 

Le Sec 26 6.60 WA: 90 

Rieussec R 35 10 WA: 96-98 
 

Sigalas-
Rabaud 
 

La Sémillante 23 8.25 JS: 90-91 
 

Suduiraud S 
Blanc Sec 
 

38 15 
6.95 

JS: 92 
 
WS: 90 

Caillou 
 

Le Vin Sec 22 6.20 N/A 

Doisy- 
Daëne 
 

Grand Vin Sec 22 10 WS: 89-92 
 

 
Note.  SB: Sauvignon Blanc, Sem: Semillon. 
WS: Wine Spectator, JS: James Suckling, WA: Wine Advocate,  
NM: Neal Martin. 
Source: The Wine Merchant  
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10.8 Appendix H: La Place de Bordeaux  

La Place de Bordeaux Structure 

Most of the wine produced in Bordeaux (an estimated 70% of the region’s 

production) and all of the classified growths are sold through an internal 

market known as La Place de Bordeaux. The key players in this commercial 

structure include châteaux, courtiers, négociants, and distributors. 

Specifically, the châteaux sell their wines to négociants who then sell and ship 

the wines to distributors (including importers, wholesalers, and retailers) 

throughout the world, taking an average of 10% to 15% of the sale price that 

the château receives. Courtiers act as brokers between the châteaux and the 

négociants and typically earn t2% of each completed transaction, funded by 

the négociants (Brook, 2017).  

 

There are around 130 registered courtiers but no more than 10 to 15 of 

significance when it comes to the Grand Cru market. There are 300 

négociants in Bordeaux with approximately 100 of these involved in the Grand 

Cru sector. It is common for a négociant house to specialize in a particular 

market. Therefore, in order for a château to ensure that its wines are 

distributed to the key markets around the globe, they will sell their wines to a 

number of négociants working with each château. The number of cases 

purchased by each négociant is determined by an allocation system (Brook, 

2017). 
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En Primeur 

Négociants purchase Bordeaux wines as either vins livrables (bottled wines) 

or en primeur. The en primeur system is a paper transaction that permits the 

sale of wine a year to 18 months before it is bottled. The youthful wines are 

assessed and rated by the trade and press in April following the vintage, while 

the wines are still in barrel. The châteaux then release their prices throughout 

May and June. Many properties release their production in portions, or 

tranches, increasing the price with each successive tranche. The négociants 

buy at the opening price (prix de sortie) and then immediately solicit sales 

throughout the globe. The châteaux set minimum prices for négociants selling 

their wines (Brook, 2017). 
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10.9 Appendix I: US Market Review  

Overview:  

The US has a population of 331 million inhabitants across 50 states and is 

considered the world’s largest wine market in volume. In 2018, a total of 

326,061 million 9L cases of still light wine were consumed by 49% of the adult 

population with a per capita consumption of 12.1 litres per year (Wine 

Intelligence, 2020b). In 2019, the number of wine drinkers was on the rise, up 

10 million (118 million) compared with 2018, however consumption frequency 

has decreased, as the number of regular drinkers was down by 7 million (77 

million) over the same period. Total wine volumes are stabilizing after a period 

of strong growth, doubling in 20 years, with a 1% growth rate in 2019. Retail 

prices are also stable with an average of $8.13 in 2018 (CIVB, 2020).  

 

Origin and Style 

The industry is concentrated with 50 major companies accounting for 75% of 

the industry revenue. The key players in the group are The Wine Group, 

Constellation Brands U.S. Operations, Inc., E. & J. Gallo Winery, and 

Treasury Wine Estates. These compete on the basis of volumes and pricing. 

However, small-scale players are involved in producing and distributing high-

quality premium blends (Grand View Research, 2018). 

 

Imported wine represents 25% of the volume with France in third place 

(12,632 thousand 9L cases, 4% of the market) after Italy and Australia (Wine 

Intelligence, 2020b). However, France’s shares are growing with volume up 

7% between 2014 and 2018 and 8% over 2017-2018. Value per bottle is up 
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4% over the same period, with the second highest price per origin (average of 

$12,45) after New Zealand (Wine Intelligence, 2020b). 

 

Red wine marginally dominates the still light wine market at 47%, with white 

wine holding 44%, and rosé representing 7% of wine sales. Sauvignon Blanc 

is the third most popular white variety, after Chardonnay and Pinot Grigio. 

New Zealand Sauvignon Blanc saw the largest growth in both volume and 

value sales last year (Wine Intelligence, 2020b).  

 

Bordeaux is the number one French AOP exported to the US. Following a 10- 

year period of growth (+69% volume from 2009 to 2019), the total volume of 

wine exported from Bordeaux to the US (bottles and bulk) in 2019 was 

195,800 hl, down 1% compared with 2018. This represents 11% of all 

Bordeaux exports placing the US in second place after China. The value of 

Bordeaux exports to the US in 2019 was €294 million, up 5% compared with 

2018, placing the US in a tie with Hong Kong for the more expensive wines 

(above €30 per liter). The average price per bottle in 2019 was $14.95 ex 

works (CIVB, 2020).   

 

Demographics 

The US wine population is ageing with 38% of consumers aged 55 years and 

older. In 2019, the proportion of consumers in the Millennial and Boomer age 

groups are decreasing compared with 2015, both are down 4 points. Gender 

is balanced with 49% female, 51% male. Only 8% of wine consumers are 
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classified as Engaged Explorers, however 59% of consumers under 55 enjoy 

trying “new and different styles on a regular basis” (Wine Intelligence, 2020b).  

 

More than a quarter of US wine consumers (22 million) are classified as 

premium consumers, spending $15 or more on a bottle of wine in the off-

trade, at least once per week. The US premium wine drinkers are more likely 

to be male (64%) under 45 (51%), live in New York, Florida, California, Texas 

or Washington and are more likely to trade up for sustainable, organic and 

lower alcohol wines (Wine Intelligence, 2019a).  

 

In terms of age cohorts, matures (born 1928-1945) show negative volume 

growth as their numbers are in decline due to mortality. Boomers (born 1946-

1964) continue to have a significant contribution to total volumes, especially in 

the premium category, however they are declining in both their numbers and 

per capita consumption as they move into retirement. Generation X (1965-

1980) shows positive growth for volume and value, as they increase spending 

in the premium categories, but as the smallest cohort, their impact is less 

significant. Millennials (1981-1996) are not yet embracing wine consumption 

due to several factors, including limited finances, a preference for alternates 

(spirits, beer and cannabis) and a trend for moderation. Generation Z (1995-

2014) account for a mere 2% of consumption today. They are more likely to 

consider alternative packaging formats, such as cans, and seek information in 

social media platforms (McMillan, 2020).  
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With its large population, millennials represent “the wine industry’s largest 

opportunity”. Despite being less frequent wine drinkers, they are highly 

involved, adventurous consumers who are willing to trade up, but are less 

loyal. Millennials are attracted to the story telling aspect of wine and are 

interested in what is in the bottle, the ingredients and additives, and how you 

make the world better. They are seeking a connection to the wines and the 

people behind them (McMillan, 2020).  

 

Distribution Channels/Routes to Market  

The US wine market is a 3-tiered system including importer, 

distributor/wholesaler and retailer. Importer licensing is controlled by the 

Alcohol and Tobacco Tax and Trade Bureau and is valid for all states. 

Distributer licenses are awarded at state level and are only valid within the 

licensing state, not countrywide. Distribution in the US is highly consolidated 

as eight importers represent 67% of the total value and 10 distributers 

represent 72.5% of total sales. There are different taxes between states, with 

an average of $46 per hl (Business France, 2017).  

 

Off-trade represents 80% of sales volume with most of this volume (60%) sold 

through hypermarkets, supermarkets and club stores and the balance (40%) 

sold through specialty alcohol stores, chains and independents. The on-trade 

(hotels, restaurants, cafés and bars) represents 19% of sales and 1% is direct 

to the consumer. For the off-trade, top retailers include Walmart, The Kroger 

Co., Costco, Walgreens and Target while Total Wine and More and BevMo 

lead the specialty alcohol store sales (CIVB, 2020).  
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Wine sales in restaurants are showing negative volume growth. For smaller 

wineries, sales to restaurants have been declining in importance for nearly a 

decade as distributor representation has become increasingly scarce due to 

consolidation (McMillan, 2020).  

 

Buyer Cues 

For Americans, the criteria for choosing a wine are above all the grape variety 

and the brand, followed by the recommendation of a friend and the style of 

wine (on the label or back label). Having the variety and the wine style on the 

label is vital, particularly in off-trade channels, where consultation may not be 

readily available (Wine Intelligence, 2020b).  

 

Bordeaux in the US 

For the US consumer Bordeaux are classic red wines of very high quality 

reserved for special occasions. In contrast New World wines are easier to 

drink, better suited for everyday consumption, and better value.  

Bordeaux wines are not well known by US consumers, with exception of a 

fringe population, typically older wine amateurs and connoisseurs. For the 

majority of consumers, Bordeaux can be intimidating, as they are accustomed 

to purchasing by variety (CIVB, 2020).  
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10.10 Appendix J: UK Market Review 

Overview 

The United Kingdom (UK) has a population of 65.1 million inhabitants across 

4 regions: England (54.8 million), Scotland (5.3 million), Galway (3.1 million) 

and Northern Ireland (1.8 million) (Business France, 2020).  

 

The UK is a mature wine market and is ranked the sixth largest wine market in 

the world in volume. In 2018, a total of 111 million 9L cases of wine of still 

light wine was consumed by 70% of the adult population with a per capita 

consumption of 19.5 litres per year (Business France, 2020). Although 

volumes have been falling since 2014, down 2.33% between 2014 and 2018, 

UK wine consumers are spending more per bottle across all channels (Wine 

Intelligence, 2019b).  

 

Origin and Style 

Imported wine represents 100% of the volume, with France in first position for 

value (€1,006 million, 28.5% market share) and in third place for volume (153 

million litres, 11.6% of the market) (Wine Intelligence, 2019b). Of the 1,322 

million litres of total wine imported in 2018, 115 million were re-exported. 

Since 2013 France’s shares have significantly declined both in volume (down 

19.5%) and value (down 24.3%) (Business France, 2020). However, value per 

bottle is up 4% since 2014, with the highest price per origin (average of 

US$14.79) (Wine Intelligence, 2019c). White wine represents 50% of wine 

sales, led by Sauvignon Blanc, with 28% of the white volume; New Zealand 
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Sauvignon Blanc is the reference in all sales channels. Red represents 40% 

of the volume and rosé 10% (Business France, 2020).  

 

Bordeaux is the number one French AOP exported to the UK. In 2018, the 

total volume of wine exported from Bordeaux to the UK (bottles and bulk) was 

17.6 million L, down 8% compared with 2017, representing a value of €225.4 

million, up 15.3% compared with 2017 (Business France, 2020). The dry and 

sweet white wines from the region showed the same trend of decreasing 

volume (28,436 hl, -9% compared with 2017) and increasing value (€15.9 

million, +3.8% compared with 2017); sweet wines accounted for 1320 hl of 

this volume, down 35% in volume and up 18% in value over the same period. 

In 2018, the average price per bottle of Bordeaux (ex-cellar) was €13.9 for red 

and €5.3 for white (Wine Intelligence, 2019b).  

 

Demographics 

The UK wine population is ageing; 42% of consumers are 55 years and older, 

27% are 65+. Gender is balanced with 52% female, 48% male. Older 

consumers tend to be more conservative in their choices, while 17% of wine 

consumers are classified as Engaged Explorers and half (50.5%) of 

consumers under 55 enjoy trying “new and different styles on a regular basis” 

(Wine Intelligence, 2019b).  

 

More than a quarter of UK wine consumers (6.6 million) are classified as 

premium consumers, spending £8 or more on a bottle of wine in the off-trade, 

at least once per week. The UK premium wine drinkers are more likely male 
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(59%) under 35 (37%), live in London, and enjoy “trying new and different 

styles of wine regularly” (Wine Intelligence, 2019a).  

 

Distribution Channels/Routes to Market  

Most of the volume (84%) is sold through off-trade channels, dominated by 

supermarkets (69%), discount stores and convenience shops (3%), wine retail 

chains (3%) and independent merchants (3%). The top wine-buying retailers 

are Tesco, Saintsbury’s, ASDA, ALDI and Morrisons (Business France, 2020). 

Price is a key purchase cue in these channels (Wine Intelligence, 2019c). In 

the off-trade channel, 10% of sales are online, with players including grocery 

stores, Amazon and specialist sites such as Direct Wine and Naked Wines 

(Business France, 2020). The on-trade (restaurants, pubs and bars) 

represents 16% of the volume. Import duties on still wines are between 5.5% 

and 15% and on average are £2.23 per bottle (Business France, 2020). 

 

Buyer Cues 

UK consumers are first and foremost looking for precise information on the 

label; grape variety and taste or style descriptors are the primary purchase 

drivers. Having this information on the label is key, particularly in grocery 

stores and discounters, where purchase decisions are faster and usually 

without guidance. Other factors that impact wine sales include having an 

online presence (internet site and social media), in-store tastings, reviews and 

scores (Wine Intelligence, 2019b).  
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Bordeaux in the UK 

Bordeaux enjoys a reputation for high quality in the UK and is known above all 

for its Grands Crus red wines. Although these wines represent a tiny part of 

the market in volume, the image of high prices affects all the wines of the 

market (Wine Intelligence, 2019b).  
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10.11 Appendix K: Interviewees 

Table 1 

List of Respondents – Négociants  

 
Name  

 
Company  

 
Position  

 
Mode  
 

 
Sébastien 
Carbon 
 

 
Vintages 

 
DG 

 
Face-to-face 

Frederic Casteja 
 

Borie Manoux DG Face-to-face  

Andrei 
Chevtchenko 
 

Alias SA DG Face-to-face 

Jean Raymond 
Clarenc 
 

Crus et Domaines  DG Face-to-face 

Jerome Conche 
 

Vintages DG Face-to-face 

Guillaume Cottin 
 

Dubos Frères et Cie DG Face-to-face 

Francois 
Dougoua 
 

Ulysse Cazabonne DG Face-to-face 

Jean Marc 
Dulong 
 

Crus et Domaines DG Face-to-face 

Georges 
Haushalter 
 

Compagnie Médocaine 
des Grands Crus 

DG Phone 

Eric Hosteins 
 

Louis Vialard DG Phone  

Iain Johnstone 
 

Sovex Grands Châteaux RA Face-to-face 

Franck Lederer 
 

Maison Ginestet DG Phone  

Christophe Marty 
  

Veyret Latour DG Phone  

Jean Pujol 
 

Bordeaux Vins Selection  DG Face-to-face 

Christophe 
Reboul-Salze 
 

The Wine Merchant  DG Face-to-face 

Nathalie Rivière 
 

The Wine Merchant RA Face-to-face 
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Table 1 continued  
 

 
Name  

 
Company  

 
Position  

 
Mode  
 

 
Nils Rudebeck 
 

 
Beyerman 

 
DG  

 
Face-to-face 

Philippe Tapie 
 

Haut Medoc Selection  DG Phone  

Axel Vallet 
 

Ballande & Méneret DG Face-to-face 

Sarah Vital  
 

Maison Ginestet RA Phone  

 
Note. DG: Directeur General. RA: Responsible Achats.  
 

 

 

Table 2 

List of Respondents – Merchants  

 
Name  
 

 
Company  

 
Position  

 
Mode 
 

 
Maxime 
Caderon 
 

 
Duclot La Cave - Paris  

 
DG 

 
Phone  

Doug Jeffirs Binny’s Beverage Depot - 
US 
 

Director of 
Wine Sales  

Phone  

Guy Seddon Corney and Barrow - UK  Buying, 
Sales  
 

Phone  

 
Note:  DG: Directeur General.  
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Table 3  

List of respondents – Châteaux  

 
Name  

 
Company  

 
Position  

 
Mode  
 

 
Aline Baly  
 

 
Château Coutet 

 
Co-owner 

 
Phone 

David Bolzan 
 

Château Lafaurie-Peyraguey  DG Face-to-face 

Laure de 
Lambert 
Compeyrot  
 

Château Sigalas-Rabaud Owner Phone 

Jean Jacques 
Dubourdieu 
 

Château Doisy-Daëne Co-owner Phone 

Didier Galhaud 
 

Château d’Arche DG Phone 

Vincent 
Labergère 
 

Château Rayne Vigneau DG Phone 

Pierre Lurton  
 

Château d’Yquem DG Phone 

Sébastien 
Pierre  
 

Château Caillou Co-owner Phone 

Xavier Planty 
 

Château Guiraud DG Phone  

Christian Seely 
 

Château Suduiraud  DG Face-to-face  

 
Note.  DG: Directeur General 
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10.12 Appendix L: Label Examples  
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10.13 Appendix M: US Trade War  

In October 2019, the World Trade Organization authorized the US to impose a 

punitive tariff on European goods valued at $7.3 trillion per year to 

compensate for illegal subsidies paid to European aircraft manufacturer 

Airbus. On 18 October 2019, the Trump administration imposed a 25% 

tariff on wines imported from France, Germany and Spain, on the value 

declared at import for wines of less than 14 degrees alcohol, in containers of 

less than two litres (Yarrow, 2020).  

 

Statistics show that the 25% tariffs have had a significant impact on the US 

wine market. The Global Trade Atlas reported that for November, the first 

month of tariffs, wine exports from France to the US dropped by 48% in 

volume (Yarrow, 2020). La Federation des Exports de Vins et Spiritueux 

(FEVS), France’s Wine and Spirits Export Body, reported that shipments from 

France to the US had declined 17.5% in the last quarter of 2019, representing 

a loss in sales of €40 million (Dowling, 2020).  

 

On 13 January 2020, as the trade dispute escalated, the US Trade 

Representative (USTR) threatened to impose a 100% tariff on most European 

wines. On 14 February 2020, Trade Representative Robert Lighthizer 

announced the USTRs decision to refrain from further increasing the tariff for 

the time being but reserved the right to increase it on a moment’s notice if the 

EU retaliates (Yarrow, 2020).  
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At the time of writing, it is impossible to predict the future of this trade war. 

The outcome of the 2020 US general election will be the biggest determinant 

of future trade agreements between the US and the EU (Wine Intelligence, 

2019a).  
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10.14 Appendix N: Brexit  

On 23 June 2016, citizens of the United Kingdom voted in a referendum to 

leave the European Union. Initially scheduled to come into effect on 

29 March 2019, Brexit had three consecutive delays, resulting in an early 

general election on 12 December 2019 and a majority win by the 

Conservatives (European Commission, 2020). Newly elected prime minister, 

Boris Johnson, subsequently declared that the UK would leave the EU in early 

2020. The withdrawal agreement came into force on 3 January 2020, with a 

transition period until the end of the year. The United Kingdom can negotiate 

free trade agreements with third countries, but these can only be applied after 

the end of the transition period (Bennett, 2020; Kuenssberg, 2020). 

 

The full impact of Brexit on the wine market will depend on the terms 

negotiated by the UK and the EU or if the transition period ends without terms 

being agreed (a “no-deal Brexit”) (Business France, 2020). The UK industry 

body, the Wine and Spirit Trade Association, has outlined suggestions for the 

government to facilitate a smooth transition for the beverage industry. Notably 

they have made recommendations to: “secure free trade agreements with key 

partners; guarantee continued access to a skilled workforce; and retain the 

EU Excise Movement and Control System” (Wine Intelligence, 2020) 

 

The greatest risks of Brexit for the UK wine trade include supply chain 

disruption, with new tariffs and importing procedures (forms and testing), 

unfavourable currency exchange rates, lower incomes and the possibility of a 

recession. If tariffs are applied to European imports, New World wines may 
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offer consumers better value, especially if the UK negotiates free trade 

agreements with other producing countries notably members of the 

Commonwealth (Wine Intelligence, 2019c).  

 

Currency movements have increased the cost of imported wine; however, the 

supply chain has largely absorbed these to date. The effect of Brexit on the 

wine trade is becoming harder to predict (Wine Intelligence, 2020).  
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10.15 Appendix O: COVID-19 

The COVID-19 pandemic is an ongoing pandemic of the coronavirus disease 

with common symptoms including fever, fatigue, loss of smell, cough and 

respiratory distress. The virus is primarily spread between people during close 

contact, via small droplets of saliva. The primary complications include 

pneumonia and acute respiratory distress syndrome (CDC, 2020).  

  

The COVID-19 outbreak was first identified in Wuhan, China in December 

2019 and was declared a pandemic by The World Health Organization on 

11 March 2020 (WHO, 2020). As of 14 June 2020, more than 7.83 million 

cases of COVID-19 have been reported in more than 188 countries and 

territories, resulting in more than 312,000 deaths (Johns Hopkins University, 

2020).   

 

In response to this crisis, governments worldwide have attempted to reduce 

its spread by implementing a range of measures including quarantines, travel 

restrictions, closures and postponement or cancellation of group gatherings 

and public events. Consequently, the pandemic has caused “the largest 

global recession since the Great Depression” (IMFBlog, 2020).  

Regarding the impact of COVID-19 on the wine trade, many markets are 

experiencing a rise in off-premise sales, replacing on-trade consumption. The 

US retail sector experienced an “unprecedented” surge of sales in March, 

fuelled by a significant growth in online shopping across all age groups 

(Abernathy, 2020). For both the US and UK markets, an increase in at-home 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anosmia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transmission_(medicine)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Respiratory_droplet
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Acute_respiratory_distress_syndrome
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/COVID-19_pandemic_cases
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/COVID-19_pandemic_cases
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occasions is more than compensating for the loss of on-premise occasions 

(Abernathy, 2020; Wine Australia, 2020).  

In France, the closure of bars, cafés and restaurants has significantly 

impacted wine sales. The OIV predicted that the shutdown of this channel 

combined with the drop in tourism could reduce sales by up to 50% in Europe, 

with Mediterranean countries being most affected (de La Hamaide, 2020).  

 

The OIV announced on 23 April 2020 a “radical change” in distribution 

channels and predicted a decrease in “overall sales value, turnover, margins 

and profits”. Regarding exports, they noted that the largest consuming 

countries have been the most affected by the virus, suggesting that the 

recession in such markets may be limiting (OIV, 2020). Regarding the long-

term forecast, they made the following statement:  

 

At this early stage the information and statistical data available 

are insufficient to provide an accurate forecast and anticipate 

the impact of Covid-19 on alcohol consumption and on the viti-

vinicultural sector in the future (OIV, 2020).  

 

 
 


